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Executive Summary 
Oral and written testimony was received from fifteen speakers. Presenters in order of appearance 
and a brief synopsis of information presented below. 
Cornelia D. Gibbons. Director. Lt. Governor's Office on Aging 
Presented accomplishments since July 1, 2004 when Office on Aging was transferred from 
DHHS to Lt. Governor (see handout). Priorities for 2005-06 include addressing sustainable 
funding for services to seniors; the loop hole in Bingo tax legislation; coordination of 
accessible transportation; expand SC ACCESS and the ADIC "one stop shop" model. 
Seniors' Impact on SC: Today and Tomorrow: 
• Maximize opportunities that in-migration of affluent mature adults presents for 
economic growth and improving tax base 
• Encourage private sector to create services that our aging population clearly is 
willing to purchase 
• Plan to meet aging population's health needs and support a sustainable quality of 
life 
• Manage workforce issues presented by caregivers who are torn between careers 
and family responsibilities 
• Encourage personal responsibility so that certain inevitable services like long term 
care are purchased by individuals rather than funded as entitlements 
Tom Lloyd, Speaker, Silver Haired Legislature 
2005 Resolutions for South Carolina General Assembly 
• Increase number of ombudsmen 
• Criminal background checks for in-home and adult daycare providers 
• Transportation for an affordable fee 
• Increase in funding for abused seniors 
• In-Home and Community Based Services 
• Tax credits for payment of long term care insurance premiums 
• Funding for the SC Silver Haired Legislature 
• Access to Long Term Care Information 
Lynnda C. Bassham. Director Human Services. Lower Savannah Council of Governments 
• Support continuation and expansion of Aging and Disability Information Center 
• Support for continued home and community-based service options 
• Support for philosophy of consumer direction 
Libby Conkrite. Private Citizen. Aiken County 
• Continued support for Aging and Disability Information Center 
Teresa Arnold, Legislative Director. AARP of South Carolina 
• Funding for community based services to allow persons to remain in their homes and to 
promote consumer independence, dignity, autonomy and privacy 
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Hannah Timmons. SC Education Association. Retired 
• Increase retirement benefits and annual COLA guaranteed 
• Improve health, dental and pharmaceutical drug insurance 
• Fund public schools and the EFA adequately 
• Oppose funding of private schools with public money 
• Revise the current SC tax structure 
Vickie Williams. President. SC Association of Area Agencies on Aging 
• Advocate for raises in the authorized Older Americans Act funding levels 
• Inclusion of an education and training certification program for AAA Directors 
• Educational training in gerontology and geriatrics in the health and social service 
professions targeted to ensure that an adequate force of skilled service providers are 
available to provide aging network services 
Maria Patton. Alzheimer's Resource Coordination Center 
• Caregiver support in the form of emotional support, family support, and support groups 
• Information and resources on Alzheimer's disease 
• Respite services for caregivers of patients with Alzheimer's disease 
• Funding for the above continuum of services needed by families of patients with 
Alzheimer's disease 
Mary E. Peters. President. CARE for LIFE 
Managing the care of aging parents is rapidly becoming the forefront of family issues 
today. Two-thirds of working caregivers report conflict between work and family. Sixty-four 
percent of caregivers of the elderly are employed and caregiver stress accounts for a 
twenty-seven percent increase in use of company health insurance benefits. The Baby 
Boom Generation will spend up to eighteen years caring for an elderly parent. There is a 
great need to provide a broad range of eldercare services to working family caregivers. 
Coordinating health care and community resources to reduce work and family conflict 
should be a main priority for state planning. 
Susan Carlton, Executive Director. South Carolina Respite Coalition 
Respite is needed for anyone who is caring for someone 24 hours a day. It is the top need 
identified by family caregivers of children and adults alike. Respite is regular, intermittent 
breaks from round the clock care giving. 
• The first need is for respite to be easily found. A central point of contact is needed so 
that families have to make only one or two phone calls for sitters, referrals and financial 
help 
• Families want respite to be offered in group settings and in the home 
• Crisis respite should be available 
• Families should be able to select their respite care providers 
• Policy considerations must also include those caring for someone with mental health 
issues 
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Erika T. Walker, Director. The SAGE (Supporting the Advancement of Geriatric Excellence) 
Institute 
Three (3) top service weakness areas: transportation, mental health, middle economic level 
services. Develop a Senior Service Committee to present to the Legislature important issues 
from across service sectors. The Committee would better be able to focus on seniors as 
customers crossing all economic levels and all care needs. Focus on replicating senior service 
best practices not dependent on government funding. 
Lynn Stockman. Executive Director. Newberry County Council on Aging 
• Councils on Aging receive funding to maintain programs for our older generation through 
which they can remain independent and retain their dignity 
Sue Scally, Ph.D'! Private Citizen 
• Expand concept of consumer choice to all public funding for long term care services 
• Recognize that informal care is the backbone of the long term care system and must be 
supported by public policy 
• Support federal legislation that will permit SC and other states to implement a program 
that improves access to affordable private long term care insurance 
Tom Sweeney. Coalition for Successful Aging 
• He is with MassMutual Financial Group and also serves on the Coalition for Successful 
Aging. Is ready to help with any issues related to education of long term care insurance 
Helen Dills Pittman. Private Citizen 
• House the Area Agencies on Aging at the Clemson Extension Services in each county. 
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Joint Legislative Committee on Aging 
2005 Public Hearing 
Tuesday, May24,2005 
Room 101, Blatt Building, 
Columbia, South Carolina 
Welcome and Opening Remarks Representative Denny W. Neilson 
Rep. Denny Neilson welcomed everyone to the public hearing and thanked them for taking time 
from their busy schedules to attend the hearing. She stated that the Joint Legislative Committee on 
Aging needs to hear from folks so that the Committee can provide the legislation that is needed to 
help provide services for the seniors of South Carolina. 
Representative Neilson introduced the Committee members present: 
Representative Walton J. Mcleod, Representative Thomas N. Rhoad, Senator J. Yancey McGill, 
Senator Glenn G. Reese, Ms. Linda Johnson, Mr. Ollie Johnson and Mr. Bill Riser. 
She stated that Senator Ronnie Cromer was not able to attend. 
Election of Officers: Representative Neilson was nominated and unanimously elected Chair of the 
Joint Legislative Committee on Aging. 
Representative Neilson thanked her legislative aid, Betsy Marchant for her assistance with 
coordinating the public hearing and Judi Davis from the Lt. Governor's Office on Aging for 
recording the hearing. 
Representative Neilson said that each presenter would be allotted 5 minutes to speak and that 
each speaker should be prepared to give a copy of their written remarks to the committee. 
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Cornelia D. Gibbons 
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to speak to you today. I have given you a detailed handout 
and I will just summarize with you the high points in the remarks. It has been an exciting year and 
a lot has happened since we were here last year and since aging was moved under Lt. Governor 
Andre Bauer. He has provided us excellent leadership and a wonderful opportunity for us to reach 
out to our senior community and start some very exciting and innovative things. 
Selected Accomplishments since July 1, 2004 
Cost Efficiencies 
1. Reduced rent approximately $40,000 per year in lease for new office. The office moved 
January 3, 2004 to 1301 Gervais St, Ste 200, 29201. 
2. Reduced staff from 46 to 34. (46 included 6 TGE slated to terminate 9/30 1 to transfer to 
DHHS.) Net adjusted reduction of 7 staff. 
3. Assumed full responsibility for all operations. Association with DHHS ended on January 3, 
2005. 
Direct Services to Seniors 
4. 31,657 persons were served with Older Americans Act and related funds during State FY 2003-
2004. 
5. The number of nursing home and residential care facility complaints reported to the Long Term 
Care Ombudsman Program increased from 4,911 complaints in 2003 to 5,251 complaints in 
2004. 
6. During FY 2003-2004 the state's aging network provided information, referral and assistance 
services to 55,976 persons. 
7. During FY 2003-2004 13,359 persons were provided insurance counseling through the State 
Health Insurance Information Program through individual contacts or outreach events. An 
additional 58,573 persons were reached through media events. 
8. During FY 2003-2004 12,507 persons were served through the Senior Medicare Patrol 
Program through individual contacts, suspected fraud complaints or outreach events. An 
additional 67,820 persons were reached through media events. 
9. During FY 2004-2005 the ten Area Agencies on Aging were awarded a total of $20,015,896 in 
federal, state and local funds to provide for the local service delivery to approximately 35,000 
older adults in South Carolina. 
10.$500,000 currently has been awarded during FY 2004-2005 through the Permanent 
Improvement Project grant program. $1,300,000 is currently in the RFP process to be awarded 
in September, 2005. 
11.$150,000 has been awarded for FY 2004-2005 to grantees for the Alzheimer's Resource 
Coordination Center program (ARCC) for projects to assist persons or caregivers of persons 
with Alzheimer's disease or related dementias. 
12.$33,268 was collected through the Elder Care Trust Fund for Calendar Year 2004. Five 
projects are currently funded to assist seniors in South Carolina: two for medication 
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awareness, two for senior home repairs, and one for operating an Alzheimer's disease social 
day care program. 
13. Competitively procured the Title V Senior Employment contract for the first time. 
14.2005-2008 State Plan on Aging has been approved by the Administration on Aging. 
15. Received a $15,000 grant from the Administration on Aging in September, 2004 for the 
Advanced Performance Outcomes Measurement Project. 
16. The Catawba AAA Board has been reconstituted to comply with federal & state funding 
requirement. 
New Initiatives 
17. Created the Lieutenant Governor's Office on Aging electronic newsletter- September, 2004. 
18. Developed a legislative agenda for 2005 with support from AARP, Silver-Haired Legislature, 
and long term care industry. 
19. Formed the LGOA's Commission on Aging for Review and Evaluation. The CARE is working in 
conjunction with the Coalition on Successful Aging to assist with the development of aging 
issues that need to be addressed by the State of South Carolina. 
20. Opened South Carolina's first Aging and Disability Resource Center (AD I C) in Aiken and 
Barnwell December 1, 2004. 
21. RFPs to competitively procure all Older Americans Act services were issued Jan. 2005. 
Contracts to be implemented by the state's ten Area Agencies on Aging on July 1, 2005. Won't 
save money but expect to purchase more services with the same dollars. 
22. Legislation was introduced to create a Geriatric Loan Forgiveness Program to assist physicians 
in repaying their loans as an inducement to practice geriatric medicine in South Carolina. Key 
sponsors: Nathan Ballentine and Ray Cleary. 
23. Created SC Access (a web-based directory designed to help older South Carolinians and 
others who need long-term care supports locate the services available in their local 
community). The LGOA is currently updating and enhancing the system for public roll-out 
during the summer of 2005. 
24. Negotiated agreement with residential care industry, AARP and Silver-Haired Legislature to 
start a Volunteer Ombudsman program during 2005. Plans to implement the program are 
under way, and a training manual has been developed. 
25. Realigned our budget to transfer approximately $320,000 from COLA to fund 5 Ombudsmen for 
local programs. An additional $52,000 will be transferred to fund a Volunteer Ombudsman 
position provided for the FY 2005-2006 State Appropriation's Act. 
26.1n the process of developing a Senior's Rent Assistance Program in conjunction with the State 
Housing Authority for the next two years. The program will initially be funded with $1,000,000. 
27. Working with USC School of Public Health, Office of the Study on Aging, on a joint grant from 
the National Institute on Aging to develop and test the feasibility, validity, and reliability of 
methodologies for measuring the prevalence and incidence of elder mistreatment. 
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28. Working with USC School of Public Health, medical school and MUSC on a joint grant from 
Duke Endowment to develop data necessary to plan for and evaluate impact on SC of in-
migration and to provide policy research to help the state address the needs of seniors in a cost 
effective manner. 
29. The SC White House Conference was held on April25-27, 2005 at Springmaid Beach, Myrtle 
Beach for providing recommendations to the WHC in DC in October 23-26, 2005. 399 persons 
attended, and over $63,000 were raised privately through sponsorships and registration fees. 
Historically has been funded by state. The South Carolina White House Conference on Aging 
was the largest state event in the nation. 
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Seniors' Impact on SC: Today and Tomorrow 
Our Seniors State of the State 
Tremendous demographic changes are occurring in South Carolina. The state's 60 plus 
population is expected to double to 1.3 million by 2025. South Carolina's growth rate of older 
adults over the past decade ranked ninth in the nation. 
Maturing baby boomers comprise a senior community growing from two directions: the in-migration 
of retirees moving to our state and our indigenous aging population. These demographic changes 
will result in two senior communities with different expectations and needs for public services. 
Our more affluent in-migrants will fuel the economy while expecting scenic beauty, recreational and 
cultural opportunities and modest taxes while our less fortunate seniors will depend on state 
services including Medicaid, housing, transportation, and other social services. The synergy 
between the two senior communities can benefit our state economically if we plan well for our 
future. 
The growth of the senior population in SC presents both business opportunities and challenges 
that must be addressed in a partnership between the corporate community and public sector if we 
are to assure a sustainable quality of life. 
Five Critical Issues have been identified that will significantly impact the future quality of life for all 
South Carolinians. While time only permits me to list these five issues, I have attached an 
addendum with detailed supportive data and information. 
Critical Issues 
I. Maximize the opportunities that the in-migration of affluent mature adults presents for economic 
growth to improve our tax base. 
II. Encourage the private sector to create the services our aging population is willing to purchase. 
Ill. Plan to meet our aging population's health needs and support a sustainable quality of life. 
IV. Manage the workforce issues presented by caregivers who are torn between careers and family 
responsibilities. 
V. Encourage personal responsibility so that certain inevitable services like long-term care are 
purchased by individuals rather than funded as entitlements. 
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2005 South Carolina White House Conference on Aging 
The five critical issues just discussed were key discussion areas at the South Carolina White 
House Conference. The 399 participants provided excellent ideas and policy direction both for the 
nation and our state. The delegates voted to establish their priorities for the SC platform that goes 
to the National White House Conference in October. The summary results follow: 
Issue #of Delegate Votes Percentage 
Health Care 91 33% 
Senior. Friendly Communities 58 21% 
LTC 30 11% 
Caregiving 26 9% 
Planning for the Future 23 8% 
Housing 19 7% 
Alzheimer's 13 5% 
Research 8 3% 
Workforce 6 2% 
In-Migration 2 1% 
Total Votes 276 
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Priorities for FY2005-06 
The LGOA will work with our partners under the leadership of Lieutenant Governor Andre Bauer 
and his CARE Commission to establish our 2006 legislative and programmatic agenda. Our goal 
will continue to be to use solid data and sound research to advise you on critical policy issues that 
need to be addressed to assure that our growing senior population does in fact have the 
opportunity to enjoy a sustainable quality of life. We also must address sustainable funding for 
services to our seniors. The loop hole in the Bingo tax legislation must be addressed as well as 
the need for additional resources to serve the 3,670 seniors on waiting lists in our local 
communities. Coordination of accessible transportation is an essential. And, we must expand 
SCAccess and the ADIC "one stop shop" model so that our seniors and their families can easily 
find and access the services they need. Andre and his CARE Commission will help guide us 
through the next year to make wise and thoughtful decisions that maximize services in the most 
cost effective manner. 
In closing, let me first thank Lieutenant Governor Andre Bauer for his exemplary leadership and 
support. He has truly opened the door to allow us to address the needs of our senior population. 
My thanks also go to our aging network - the 10 Area Agencies on Aging and the Councils on 
Aging and other local service providers. And, a special thank you to our partners in advocacy: 
The Silver Haired Legislature and AARP. 
For additional information, please contact: 
Cornelia (Nela) D. Gibbons 
Director 
Lieutenant Governor's Office on Aging 
1301 Gervais St. 
Suite 200 
Columbia, SC 29201 
gibbonsn@aging.sc.gov 
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Seniors' Impact on SC: Today and Tomorrow 
Discussion of Five Critical Issues 
I. Maximize the opportunities that the in-migration of affluent mature adults presents for economic 
growth and improving our tax base. 
a) SC is currently ranked No. 5 in the nation for net in-migrants. These newcomers have 
average annual incomes of $110,000 and net worths of $1 million; 80% have college degrees; 
and a significant number have entrepreneurial plans. 
b) Their top 5 ranked demands for products and services in decreasing order: banking 
services, furniture, automobile, residential realtor, home mortgage. 
c) In-migrants will create $2.2 billion in annual living expenditures, purchase 13,000 homes 
for $7.4 billion, and pay annually $3,350 on average in state and local taxes. 
d) It takes 3. 7 new manufacturing jobs to equal the impact of one affluent retire household 
due to leakage and lifestyle issues. 
II. Encourage the private sector to create the services our aging population clearly is willing to 
purchase. 
a) These affluent seniors, both those in-migrating and indigenous, share a common 
predicament. At some point in their lives they can foresee the need for assistance such as 
transportation, personal care, and nutrition. Currently they are concerned because few 
businesses are offering the services they will require. 
b) Throughout the statewide hearings on the aging plan, seniors said that they were seeking a 
system that allows people with discretionary income to purchase these services. 
Ill. Plan to meet our aging population's health needs and support a sustainable quality of life. 
a) Neither poor health nor disabilities is an inevitable consequence of aging, especially if we 
prepare for our mature years by promoting good health, preparing financially to meet our 
health needs, preventing chronic disease and postponing disability and institutionalization for 
older adults. 
b) Senior health issues have less to do with funding since 97% are covered by health 
insurance, and more to do with lack of access to preventative services and failure to coach 
good lifestyle decisions. 
c) Children born in 1900 could expect to live to 47, while newborns in 2000 could expect 77 
years. These extra 30 years are largely due to a major shift in the leading causes of death. 
Last century it was infectious diseases and acute illness. In our time it is chronic diseases 
and degenerative illnesses. The key to a longer life in this 21st century involves individual 
decisions to adopt regular physical activity, a healthy diet and a smoke-free lifestyle. And, 
importantly, it involves individuals having access to a physician so they can get regular health 
screenings. 
d) Although covered by Medicare, only one third of older Americans are receiving the benefits 
of immunizations and cancer screening, medicine's most effective tools for preventing some 
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of the leading causes of death. Meanwhile, lifestyle decisions to smoke, to eat poorly, and to 
be physically inactive were responsible for one out of every three deaths in 2000. 
e) One in seven seniors in South Carolina lives below the poverty level, and should be dually 
qualified for both Medicaid and Medicare health coverage. Another group of seniors, with 
incomes less than 200% of poverty, potentially qualifies for Medicaid sponsorship of their 
long-term care needs. Almost one in four women 60 years or older lives at or below the 
poverty level. 
f) The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid predicts dramatic increases in spending for nursing 
home costs ($178.8 billion by 2012) and home health care spending ($68.9 billion by 2012). 
Historically, in South Carolina, home health/community-based care has increased from 
$500,000 in 1981 to $93.6 million in 2002 while long term nursing care services have 
increased from $78 million in 1981 to $318.7 million in 2002. 
IV. Manage the workforce issues presented by caregivers who are torn between careers and family 
responsibilities. 
a) Throughout our country a new sandwich generation is emerging, so named because they 
are sandwiched between raising their children and caring for their elderly relatives. About 
44 million full-time workers are also caring for family members because they cannot afford 
a professional caregiver. 
b) About 15% of the workforce leaves annually to be full-time caregivers. The indirect cost to 
American business of workers informally providing long term care is $29 billion in terms of 
retraining, absenteeism, productivity loss, and other related costs. 
c) There are 364,800 family caregivers in South Carolina. They provide 339.6 million hours 
of care per year at an estimated value of over $2.7 billion. 
d) 83% of persons (primarily friends and family members) who provide informal care for 
seniors are age 51 or older themselves. The majority of caregivers provide unpaid 
assistance for one to four years; 20% provide care for five years or longer. 
e) When 1,500 caregivers stop working, $22 million in purchasing power is lost to the SC 
economy. 
f) Without caregivers, 50% of the recipients being cared for would go to a Medicaid nursing 
home and cost the state $7.4 million in state funds to provide Medicaid nursing home care 
for one year. 
g) 43,020 persons in South Carolina 65 and older have Alzheimer's disease. By 2025, 
125,190 South Carolinians will have Alzheimer's disease. The average lifetime cost of an 
Alzheimer's patient is $174,000 and the estimated cost of the disease in the U.S. each 
year is $100 billion dollars. Assuming a 5% cost of inflation, the cost of Medicaid nursing 
home care for persons in South Carolina with Alzheimer's disease and dementia will be 
$2.6 billion by 2025. 
V. Encourage personal responsibility so that certain inevitable services like long-term care are 
purchased by individuals rather than funded as entitlements. 
a) Less than 10% of Americans have purchased long term care insurance. Most long-term 
care expenses are not paid directly by consumers, but by government programs, primarily 
Medicaid. 
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b) Social Security, with pensions, provides the bulk of retiree income. Over one-fourth of 
South Carolinians 50 and over depends solely on Social Security for income. In 2000, 
there were 411 ,216 retired workers in South Carolina receiving Social Security benefits 
with an average monthly benefit of $812. Total benefits equal $4 billion annually. 
c) Seniors are the fastest-growing group of debtors in the U.S. In 1992, only 35 percent of 
seniors carried debt, but this figure increased to 59 percent by 2000. Nearly 23 percent of 
seniors 75 and over had debt in excess of 40 percent of their income in 1998. The 
frequency of bankruptcy among seniors has also jumped 244 percent from 1991-2002. 
There are a variety of reasons for this increasing debt, such as insufficient funds for 
retirement, low interest rates and a sluggish stock market, climbing medical bills, major 
home repairs, and loans to family members. Seniors who find themselves in financial crisis 
may seek debt counseling, and should take advantage of programs available to seniors 
such as homestead tax exemption, reverse mortgages, and prescription drug and energy 
assistance. 
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South Carolina White House Conference on Aging 
Recommendations in Priority Order 
Priority Issue #1: Health Care 
Seniors, as well as other age groups, have been poorly educated on the importance of nutrition, 
immunizations, physical fitness, the dangers of tobacco use and chronic disease management. In addition 
few are actively participating in preventive strategies for better health. Lack of availability of chronic disease 
management and health prevention/wellness services result in increased senior health problems, 
healthcare costs and greater incidence of chronic illness. 
Barriers: 
Funding, transportation, legislative process and agency bureaucracies, lack of knowledge of healthy 
lifestyles, apathy, disparity in services for minority populations, lack of knowledge of cultural diversity, 
ageism, access and affordability, lack of trained professionals, complicated and unclear language, language 
and cultural barriers (i.e. Hispanic), personal attitudes, lack of empathy from medical community 
Proposed Solution(s): 
1. Raise the federal tax on tobacco products to fund the prevention and treatment of chronic disease. 
2. Develop a federal Health Care Task Force of health care professionals and lay people to oversee the 
Medicare program and ensure scientifically based, cost effective, quality preventive care and 
treatment of acute and chronic disease. 
3. Redirect existing funds and stimulate public and corporate cooperation with tax incentives, national 
tobacco tax, recycle health related equipment, financial incentives for adapting healthy life styles and 
ensuring affordable and quality health prevention and treatment programs for seniors. 
Priority Issue #2: Need to Develop Senior Friendly Communities 
Seniors need and have the right to affordable, reliable, accessible transportation. Urban and rural senior 
friendly transportation is needed to promote independence and access to services. 
Barriers: 
Money/funding, background checks, fragmented funding, liability, rising cost of fuel, lack of training, lack of 
coordination of services, lack of communication about services, automated telephone systems, availability 
of volunteers, single rides, lack of knowledge of replicable projects, variety of services as required by 
location- urban/rural. 
Proposed Solution(s): 
1. Legislation that protects providers/entities from liability. 
2. Remove restrictions on FTA funds to allow availability at a lower rate match to agencies that provide 
transportation to seniors, to allow expansion of transportation to access seniors to communities and 
services. 
3. Develop and implement senior friendly, affordable, ADA compliant transportation for rural and urban 
communities which would allow seniors to remain independent. 
Priority Issue #3: Long Term Care and Continuum of Care 
Restructure Medicaid/Medicare and develop private and personal funding incentives for financing and 
providing additional flexible options for LTC continuum. 
Barriers: 
Lack of available funds, political turf wars, increased population, how care is financed, passing-the-buck 
attitude, lack of interest, federal regulations, lack of coordination between federal and state programs, lack 
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of training in Geriatrics, entitlement mentality, lack of state and federal representatives demonstrating 
interest, inappropriate Medicaid asset transfers, institutional bias, lack of education about programs 
available, language and cultural differences, lack of education for politicians on the needs of seniors, 
wartime economy 
Proposed Solution(s): 
1. To educate the public and policymakers regarding the needs of the population for LTC services, 
current resources, description of services and the need for increased flexibility and reimbursement to 
reflect the true cost of quality care. 
2. To establish a coalition to educate policymakers and elected officials, at the national, state and local 
levels, about restructuring Medicare/Medicaid to deal with current and projected issues. 
3. To establish a program of equitable co-pay, based on income and assets for any person in the US or 
its territories who accesses the continuum of care. 
Priority Issue #4: Caregiving 
The National Family Caregiver Support Program does not adequately address the needs of the two target 
populations: the caregivers taking care of seniors 60 and older, and seniors 60 and older caring for 
dependent children age 18 and younger. 
Barriers: 
Government/politics, lack of awareness of caregiving epidemic, funding issues, business and industry 
cooperation, adequate support services often not available, inadequate family/caregiver financial resources, 
unfair distinction in the system between rural and urban areas, lack of awareness of what it is to be a 
caregiver, lack of uniform national services, lack of coordination and collaboration, caregiver 
denial/embarrassment/isolation/confidentiality leads to reluctance to ask for help, age eligibility 
requirements 
Proposed Solution(s): 
1. Increasing the Title I liE funding to meet the growing needs of caregivers; 
2. Add additional staff for advocacy (elected officials and public), training and support; and 
3. Empowering the caregiver through maintained flexibility and consumer direction. 
Priority Issue #5: Planning for the Future 
There is a need for a quality comprehensive, coordinated information system that links agencies, 
organizations, and individuals to resources to support seniors and a plan to communicate those services to 
improve seniors' quality of life. 
Barriers: 
Inadequate funding, ineffective communication, political ignorance, standards of quality, lack of coordination 
between existing programs, redundancy, weak organizations 
Proposed Solution(s): 
1. Create a national task force to educate the politicians on the need for adequate funding for a 
comprehensive high quality information system. 
2. The Department of Health and Human Services should develop a partnership among federal 
agencies and the private sector to fund and implement a national information system network. 
3. Implement a sustained multimedia educational initiative informing the public and the appropriate 
agencies about available services and resources and services for older adults. 
Priority Issue #6: Housing 
There is a lack of proper and sufficient funding for adequate, affordable and accessible housing and 
supportive services for all seniors. 
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Barriers: 
Red tape, lack of knowledge (government, seniors, family, and community) about housing needs/choices 
and the supportive services needed to age in place, annual budget cuts for new housing and subsidized 
housing programs, funding for senior housing is not a legislative priority, lack of economic resources, 
partisan politics and "pork barreling", insensitivity to senior issues, international issues versus local issues, 
apathetic public and government officials' attitudes towards public policy, resistance to change 
Proposed Solution(s): 
1. Take care of home first by reallocating some funds presently allocated to international issues to 
accessible housing and supportive services for all seniors. 
2. Provide federal financial incentives to the states to encourage partnerships and collaborative efforts 
to educate legislators, community leaders, seniors, and families on the need for and availability of 
various housing options. 
3. Modify the Older Americans Act to change the WHCoA to being held every 5 years in order to more 
frequently evaluate and modify national policy related to senior issues including, but not limited to, 
senior housing needs. 
Priority Issue #7: Impact of Alzheimer's Disease 
The impact of Alzheimer's disease and related dementias in the United States is costing families, 
businesses and government billions of dollars. The number of people who will be affected by these 
diseases will reach epidemic proportions within the next decade. 
Barriers: 
Ignorance, competition for funds, tendency to address crises rather than fund prevention activities, persons 
with dementia cannot advocate for themselves; caregivers are often burned out, stigma related to 
Alzheimer's disease and related dementias, cost of war is impacting funding for other priorities, lack of 
collaboration with research on other prevention initiatives, competition between agencies, unwillingness to 
take personal responsibility for healthier lifestyles, cultural barriers, nobody wants to increase taxes 
Proposed Solution(s): 
1. Urge Congress to recognize and acknowledge the impending epidemic of Alzheimer's disease and 
related dementias and its impact on families, businesses and government. 
2. Recommend that Congress enact legislation to support prevention, education and research on 
Alzheimer's disease and related dementias in order to delay onset of dementia and curb associated 
financial burdens. 
3. Funding to support this legislation should be a minimum of one billion dollars yearly for the next five 
years. 
Priority Issue #8: Research 
Establish a patient centered model of collaboration among health care/and human service providers, 
researchers, insurance companies and drug companies to promote lifestyle changes and preventive care. 
Barriers: 
Lack of collaboration among government agencies for research funding, lack of self accountability (quick fix 
mentality}, focus on treatment rather than prevention, strong lobby by drug industries for treatment versus 
prevention, lack of public awareness of research findings, health insurance does not provide coverage for 
prevr;ntive services, patient/provider trust issues, lack of communication between providers and patients, 
geriatrics is a low prestige research specialty, inadequate reimbursement for Medicare, lack of funding in 




1. Increase funding for wellness and preventative research. 
2. Include evidence based outcomes in research. 
3. Inform and educate all stakeholders about wellness and preventive care research. 
Priority Issue #9: Workforce Issues 
We are not adequately preparing for an aging workforce or providing options to enhance & encourage 
continued employment. 
Barriers: 
Age discrimination and unsubstantiated myths of older workers, work place disincentives to rema1mng 
employed in the concept of retirement as a required rite of passage, challenges of low skilled, low income 
older workers with multiple barriers to employment who must work to maintain the basic essentials of life 
including food, shelter, clothing and medical care, unavailability of meaningful training/retraining, reluctance 
of employers to explore work options 
Proposed Solution(s): 
1. Educate the business community and market the value of older workers and their ability to learn and 
adapt. 
2. Encourage public and private research that identifies employer and employee needs and interests of 
an aging workforce. 
3. Offer adequate training and funding in traditional or non-traditional settings that targets seniors. 
Priority Issue #10: In-Migration 
Federal allocations of resources to address the Medicaid eligible population and other services for 
the older population need to more aggressively take into account the rapid in-migration of the 
retiring population among the states, rather than basing allocations only on census data. 
Barriers: 
Categorical allocations for services from federal level limit the ability of the states to address locally 
documented needs, precedents, or "that is the ways things have always been done," hinder progress, 
dependence on outdated census data prevents equitable resource distribution in the "between Census" 
years, especially in fast growing states, opening the discussion of resource allocation usually sets in motion 
opposition from the various special interest groups, the resistance of Congress to work on a bipartisan basis 
prevents the achievement of positive change, the complexity of issues requires significant expenditure of 
time to achieve satisfactory solutions 
Proposed Solution(s): 
1. The federal government shall allow states greater flexibility to address state and local level needs 
with budget appropriations. 
2. For a more favorable allocation of federal resources, the method to determine each state's allocation 
of federal funds shall be updated on a mid-decade basis. 
3. Encourage more active participation of the private sector as arbiters and consensus builders in the 
political process of finding solutions to aging issues. 
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South Carolina Silver Haired Legislature 
Thomas Wm. Lloyd 
Speaker 2003-2005 
The South Carolina Silver Haired Legislature, created in 1999 by statute, is one of 31 state groups il 
the United States including the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. Seniors in the st< 
of Missouri formed the first Silver Haired Legislature in 1973. 
The South Carolina Silver Haired Legislature, a unicameral body with the potential of having 80 
representatives and 80 alternates from the counties of the state, was created by the General Assembly 
initiating in the House of Representatives and signed by Governor James H. Hodges. (Act 84, 6 /11/99) 
Focus groups involved in the forming of the South Carolina Silver Haired Legislature were the SC Area 
Agencies on Aging Association, SC Council on Aging Directors Association, SC Federation for Older 
Americans and the SC Department of Health and Human Services Office of Senior and Long Term Care. 
The South Carolina Silver Haired Legislature was created: 
• To identify issues, concerns and possible solutions for problems facing the aging 
population in South Carolina; 
• To make recommendations to the Governor, General Assembly and various 
Departments and agencies on aging; 
• To arrange and participate in educational forums to explore issues related to older 
South Carolinians; 
• To promote good government for all South Carolinians; 
• To carry out its purposes and activities on a nonpartisan basis; and 
• To conduct its general assembly sessions annually in the State Capital. 
The South Carolina Silver Haired Legislature held its first organizational and orientation meeting fc 
its members on July 14, 1999 at the Capital Senior Center in Columbia, SC. All legislative sessions have 
been held at the State Capitol in the chambers ofthe SC House of Representatives. Regional member 
caucuses meet throughout the year. During this time the members prepare resolutions (similar to bills) to b 
presented to the Speaker, who then, based on the topics, dispenses them to six named committees in which 
all members can participate. The legislative committees then debate their resolutions and present three to tl 
Speaker. These resolutions are presented to the membership for discussion, voting, and listing in priority 
order for presentation to the SC General Assembly, the Governor, and others in South Carolina. 
Regional area caucuses work with the Area Agencies on Aging, which play an important role in the 
ongoing local activities. Each AAA assists the regional caucus of representatives and alternates with issues 
affecting SC seniors and in the coordination of interests through development of resolutions to be presented 
in Columbia for discussion and confirmation. 
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History and Text of Bill Creating South Carolina Silver Haired Legislature 
General Bill #34 77 introduced in the House of Representatives 1999-02-04 
Primary Sponsor: Neilson 
Other Sponsors: Seithel, Sharpe, J. Brown, J. Smith, R. Smith, Rhoad, Lucas, Davenport, Lee, Mason, 
Altman, Keegan, Harrison, McCraw, Clyburn, J. Hines, Bales, Lourie, Lanford, Bauer and Tripp 
Ratification # 15 3 - passed both bodies: 1999-06-03 
Act #84 - signed by Governor: 1999-06-11 
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY 
ADDING SECTION 43-21-190 SO AS TO CREATE A NONPARTISAN MODEL 
LEGISLATURE ON AGING ISSUES TO BE ADMINISTERED BY THE SOUTH 
CAROLINA SILVER HAIRED LEGISLATURE, INC.; TO PROVIDE FOR THE 
PURPOSES OF THE LEGISLATURE; AND TO PROVIDE THAT PARTICIPANTS 
MUST BE SELECTED PURSUANT TO PROCEDURES ADOPTED BY THE 
SOUTH CAROLINA SILVER HAIRED LEGISLATURE IN COORDINATION 
WITH THE STATE'S NETWORK OF AGING PROGRAMS. 
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of South Carolina: 
Silver Haired Legislature established 
SECTION 1. The 1976 Code is amended by adding: "Section 43-21-190. There is created a 
model legislature on aging issues to be administered by the South Carolina Silver Haired 
Legislature, Inc. This model legislature shall: (1) identify issues, concerns, and possible 
solutions for problems facing the aging population in South Carolina; (2) make 
recommendations to the Governor and members of the General Assembly and to the Joint 
Legislative Committee on Aging; (3) arrange educational forums to explore issues related to 
older South Carolinians; (4) promote good government for all South Carolinians. The 
participants must be sixty years of age or older and must be selected pursuant to procedures 
adopted by the South Carolina Silver Haired Legislature, Inc., in coordination with the state's 
network of aging programs. The nonpartisan model legislature shall conduct its general 
assembly annually." 
Time effective 
SECTION 2. This act takes effect upon approval by the Governor. 
Ratified the 9th day of June, 1999 
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South Carolina Silver Haired Legislature 
2005 Resolutions 
to be presented to the First Session of the /16th General Assembly of South Carolina 
1st Priority,..., INCREASE IN NUMBER OF OMBUDSMEN 
WHEREAS, there are more than 40,000 residents in South Carolina who receive nursing home 
care and many more in residential care facilities statewide; 
WHEREAS, there are only 15 paid staff ombudsmen statewide to monitor conditions and 
investigate complaints in these nursing homes and residential care facilities; 
WHEREAS, almost 5,000 abuse complaints were received by the Long Term Care Ombudsmen 
Program in 2003 from these facilities, and many more went unreported because of fear of reprisal 
and abuse; 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SC SILVER HAIRED LEGISLATURE: 
That the South Carolina General Assembly enact and the Governor sign legislation to increase the 
number of ombudsmen to a level needed to ensure that the laws and regulations governing the car 
and quality of life of patients in South Carolina nursing homes and residential care facilities are 
monitored and enforced and that a11 patient and family complaints are heard and resolved as 
quickly as possible. 
2nd Priority -CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS FOR IN-HOME AND ADULT 
DA YCARE PROVIDERS 
WHEREAS, many South Carolinians choose to remain in their homes as they age; 
WHEREAS, most of these Seniors at sometime in their lives require some in-home and/or adult 
daycare; 
WHEREAS, there are many cases of abuse and criminal behavior perpetrated by some in-home 
and/or adult daycare service providers; 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SC SILVER HAIRED LEGISLATURE: 
That the South Carolina General Assembly enact and the Governor sign legislation to require 
criminal background checks for all paid professional in-home and adult daycare service providers. 
-6-
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3rd Priority- TRANSPORTATION FOR AN AFFORDABLE FEE 
WHEREAS, the South Carolina Senior adult population is increasing rapidly; 
WHEREAS, many Seniors, who are not eligible for Medicaid transportation, live in communitie: 
with no access to public transportation for appointments, shopping, or social activities; 
WHEREAS, having access to transportation prolongs independent living; 
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SC SILVER HAIRED LEGISLATURE: 
That the South Carolina General Assembly enact and the Governor sign legislation to fund a 
transportation program for an affordable fee to the elderly of South Carolina, regardless of 
financial status. 
4th Priority ,.., INCREASE IN FUNDING FOR ABUSED SENIORS 
WHEREAS, adult protective service departments across the state of South Carolina have had 
problems providing safe emergency shelter for the numerous elderly who are victims of abuse, 
neglect, and exploitation; 
WHEREAS, volunteers and adult protective services across the state are attempting to provide 
around the clock care for those who are vulnerable because of frailty and dependence; 
WHEREAS, present funding is inadequate to provide for the medications, food, shelter, rent, 
supplies, and services needed to care for abuse victims who must be removed from their homes; 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SC SILVER HAIRED LEGISLATURE: 
That the South Carolina General Assembly enact and the Governor sign legislation to provide 
increased funding for medications, food, shelter, rent, supplies and services for adult abuse victin 
who have been removed from their homes. 
5th Priority ...., IN-HOME AND COMMUNITY -BASED SERVICES 
WHEREAS, the South Carolina older citizen population is growing rapidly; 
WHEREAS, most older adults prefer to age in place; 
WHEREAS, in-home and community-based services, which are less costly than out-of-home care: 
greatly reduce costs to older adults, their families, and/or taxpayers; 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SC SILVER HAIRED LEGISLATURE: 
That the South Carolina General Assembly enact and the Governor sign legislation to increase 
state funding for all in-home and community-based services for older citizens. 
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- Additional 2005 Resolutions 
approved but not voted as priorities for the 2005 session of the General Assembly 
TAX CREDITS FOR PAYMENT OF LONG TERM CARE INSURANCE PREMIUMS 
Whereas, long term care causes significant financial burdens to individuals and families; 
Whereas, the number of South Carolinians who need long term care is increasing; 
Whereas, privately purchased long term care insurance can prevent reliance on Medicaid, thus 
greatly reducing costs to taxpayers; 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SC SILVER HAIRED LEGISLATURE: 
That the South Carolina General Assembly enact and the Governor sign legislation to provide a 
state income tax credit to any person who pays a premium for long term care. 
FUNDING FOR THE SOUTH CAROLINA SILVER HAIRED LEGISLATURE 
WHEREAS, the nonpartisan South Carolina Silver Haired Legislature was established by the 
General Assembly in 1999 under Act 84, with no funding to support its advocacy mission on beha 
of the more than 650,000 Senior Citizens 60 years of age and older; 
WHEREAS, attempts at SCSHL fund-raising have proved to be ineffective and have distracted 
from the established mission to recommend, advise, and promote issues to benefit state Seniors; 
WHEREAS, a monetary need exists for the SCSHL to function as an organization; 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SC SILVER HAIRED LEGISLATURE: 
That the South Carolina General Assembly enact and the Governor sign legislation to allow state 
taxpayers to contribute from their state tax refund to support the South Carolina Silver Haired 
Legislature, using a check-off box on their South Carolina income tax forms. 
ACCESS TO LONG TERM CARE INFORMATION 
WHEREAS, with the rapid increase in South Carolina's Senior population, more older citizens am 
their families are seeking long term care information; 
WHEREAS, information is essential not only to provide for the best quality of long term care but 
also to assure safe and secure care; 
WHEREAS, numerous statewide forums have identified the difficulties older citizens and their 
families are experiencing trying to access long term care information and aid with the application 
for services process; 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SC SILVER HAIRED LEGISLATURE: 
That the South Carolina General Assembly enact and the Governor sign legislation to facilitate 




•••••  II 
DEBT FORGIVENESS FOR DOCTORS WHO SPECIALIZE IN GERIATRIC l\1EDICINI 
\Vhereas, many South Carolina doctors will not accept new patients on Medicare or Medicaid; 
Whereas, those who will accept Medicare or Medicaid patients have increasingly long waiting lists 
Whereas, the situation has become critical for Medicare or Medicaid patients who move or whose 
doctors retire or die; 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SC SILVER HAIRED LEGISLATURE: 
That the South Carolina General Assembly enact and the Governor sign legislation to provide debt 
forgiveness of $25,000 per year, up to a maximum of four years, to graduates of South Carolina 
medical schools who practice geriatric medicine and accept Medicare or Medicaid patients and 
payments in South Carolina. 
ELIMINATION OF SALES TAX ON FOOD STAMP ELIGIBLE PRODUCTS 
Whereas, the sales tax on food places an undue hardship on many South Carolina residents, 
especially older residents, many of whom live on a limited income; 
Whereas, the food tax impacts a basic quality of life; 
Whereas, the sales tax is the most regressive of all taxes; 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SC SILVER HAIRED LEGISLATURE: 
That the South Carolina General Assembly enact and the Governor sign legislation to reduce the 
sales tax on all food stamp eligible products one per cent (1 %) per year until the state sales tax is 
eliminated. 
QUARTERLY PAYMENT OF REAL ESTATE TAXES 
Whereas, the number of older citizens residing in South Carolina is growing rapidly; 
Whereas, paying county real property taxes a11 in one lump sum provides many older citizens with 
undue financial hardship; 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SC SILVER HAIRED LEGISLATURE: 
That the South Carolina General Assembly enact and the Govemor sign legislation to allow South 
Carolina citizens the option of paying their county ad valorem taxes on real property in scheduled 
quarterly installments similar to the federal income tax payment schedule. 
IMPROVED BILLING PRACTICES FOR MEDICAL SERVICES 
Whereas) more and more South Carolina Senior Citizens are being hospitalized with various 
illnesses; 
Whereas, many of these individuals have great difficulty understanding the billing process of these 
various institutions which provide medical services; 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SC SILVER HAIRED LEGISLATURE: 
That the South Carolina General Assembly enact and the Governor sign legislation to require such 
institutions to present their bills in a more understandable and informative way to Senior patients. 
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Jack M. AJiison, Representative 
722 West Smith Street 
Gaffney, SC 29341 
864-489~4640 
Lamar Bailes, Alternate 
P.O. Box 915 
Walhalla, SC 29691 
864-638~3058 
lamarbailes@nuvox.net 
Rosema1-y Bailes, Representative 
P.O. Box 915 
Walhalla, SC 29691 
864-638-3058 
bailesr@nuvox.net 
Annie L. Bonds, Alternate 
323 Pineridge Drive 
Spartanburg, SC 29303 
864-599-0763 
Eugene Bondurant, Representative 
304 Riverbend Road 
Greenville, SC 29617-6172 
864-246-3733 
genejanekevin@msn.com 
Fred W. Bostic, Representative 
201 Kennedy Drive 
Greenville, SC 29605 
864-277-2110 
Bosticfw@aol.com 
Mamie G. Bostic, Alternate 
201 Kennedy Drive 
Greenville, SC 29605 
864-277-2110 
Bosticfw@aol.com 
Hilda Boyd, Representative 
1058 Martin Road 
Williamston, SC 29697 
864-225-0634 
navpossa@bellsoutb.net 
Eloise Cook, Alternate 
119 Hampshire Drive 
Gaffney, SC 29341 
864-487-4850 
Robert L. Dreyfus, Alternate 
300 Capri Court 
Greenville, SC 29609 
864-233-4653 
bobleed@charter.net 
Howard (Bud) Flier, Alternate 
502 Timber Lane 
Anderson, SC 29621 
864-224-8178 
Mary Heatherly, Representative 
PO Box6184 
Spartanburg, SC 29304 
864-583-6560 
mbeatherly@att.net 
Granville Hicks , Alternate 
35 Sherman Lane 
Greenville, SC 29605 
864-422-8444 
Duke Hucks, Representative 
104 Claremont Court 
Easley, SC 29642 
864-859-3033 
wdhucks@cbarter.net 
Arlis C. Hinson, Jr., Representative 
1638 Sandy Hollow 
Anderson, SC 29621-2020 
864-225-2083 
acb1703@juno.com 
Charles L. Latimer, Representative 
100 Yorkshire Drive 




Marian C. Lewis, Alternate 
508 Marshall A venue 
Anderson, SC 29621 
864-332-6810 
Lois McGaha, Representative 
4711 Clifton Glendale Road 
Spartanburg, SC 29307 
864-579-1148 
Howard Newton, Representative 
103 Beecbridge Way 
Greenville, SC 29607 
864-422-1386 
bnewtonl23@aol.com 
Paul Peterson, Representative 
188 Old Homestead Road 
Greenville, SC 29611 
864-294-6303 
paulpeg@bellsouth.net 
Vondalyn Reddick, Alternate 
700 Old Farm Road 
Moore, SC 29369-9312 
864-587-1016 
Larry Southerland, Representati 
116 Buttercup Trail 
Anderson, SC 29621 
864-226-5107 
larrysoutherland@botmail.com 
Frances Symons, Alternate 
PO Box 13052 
Anderson, SC 29624 
864-224-4582 
fsymons@bellsoutb.net 
Nancy Taylor, Alternate 
40 Wood Pointe Drive #9 




AREA #2 - UJ>PER SAVANNAH -Abbeville, Edgefield, Greenwood, Laurens, McCormick, Saluda 
Mary E. {Molly) Harts, Representative 
106 Pinebaven Drive 
Ninety Six, SC 29666 
864-543-3423 
Leila P. McMiJJan, Representative 
PO Box 4867 
Parksville, SC 29844 
864-333-5796 
Mary Elizabeth Ouzts, Representative 
PO Box375 
Edgefield, SC 29824 
803-637-6266 
AREA #3 - CATAWBA- Chester, Lancaster, Union, York 
BiiJ Adams, Representative 
PO Box565 
Kershaw, SC 29067 
803-475-7985 
James Ashe, Representative 
POBox 177 
Lockhart, SC 29364 
864-545-6824 
Keith Bailey, Alternate 
204 Catawba Street 
Union, SC 29379 
864-427-3241 
anneandkeith@carol.net 
Mary Ellen Hall, Alternate 
623 Hilltop Drive 
Chester, SC 29706 
803-581-8567 
Myrna Hamilton, Alternate 
3-A Walnut Lane 
Fort Mill, SC 29715 
803-802-2231. 
katbird@comporium.net 
Beth M. Hoyle, Representative 
1557 Cedarhurst Road 
Chester, SC 29706 
803-385-6352 
BMHOYLE@chestertel.com 
Henrietta Massey, Representative 
930 Crawford Road 
Rock Hill, SC 29730 
803-327-9787 
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Ralph Williams, Alternate 
145 VaiJey Road 
Greenwood, SC 29646 
864-942-0647 
Doris Platt, Alternate 
4450 Percival Road 
Rock Hill, SC 29730 
803-327-5482 
dhplatt@yahoo.com 
Sal Rao, Alternate 
1839 Tara Road 
Lancaster, SC 29720 
803-285-6437 
srao@comporium.net 
Loyce Sutton, Representath 
1400 Williams Road 





AREA #4- CENTRAL MIDLANDS- Fairfield, Lexington, Newberry, Richland 
Adell Adams, Representative 
724 Martha Street 
Columbia, SC 29203 
803-754-0726 
atadams2@bellsouth.net 
Charles Blakely, Representative 
4011 Coronado Drive 
Columbia, SC 29203 
803-252-8649 
cwblakely@aol.com 
Margaret Brackett, Representative 
2804 Fair A venue 
Newberry, SC 29108 
803-276-6603 
mbrackett803@aol.com 
Jean Bridges, Alternate 
1101 Saluda Chase Way 
West Columbia, SC 29169 
803-739-5653 
j rb30319@aol.com 
Margaret CampbclJ, Alternate 
568 Harmon Road 
Hopkins, SC 29061 
803-776-2761 
mfcampbell5@msn.com 
Wen dell Christine, Alternate 
580 Charles Court 
Lexington, SC 29072 
803-356-6651 
dorwen808@aol.com 
Joan Conner, Alternate 
403 Floyd Drive 
Columbia, SC 29203 
803-754-1584 
dany05418@aol.com 
Ellen Cooper, Representative 
2809 Grace Street 
Columbia, SC 29201 
803-799-1762 
ecooper3@sc.rr .com 
Jim Futrell, Representative 
202 Marion Avenue 
Winnsboro, SC 29180 
803-635-8029 
jjfutrell@cbestertel.com 
Marjorie Johnson, Alternate 
48 Mallet Hill Road 
Columbia, SC 29223 
803-865-2263 
marleejon@cs.com 
Tom Lloyd, Representative 
1162 Gunter Circle 
West Columbia, SC 29169 
803-794-2563 
Charles A. McNeill, Representative 
1804 Terrace View Drive 




Jacquelyn M. McNeill~ Alterr 
1804 Terrace View Drive 
West Columbia, SC 29169 
803-794-7805 
jsmmcneill@aol.com 
Betty Morris, Representative 
1335 Redwood Drive 
West Columbia, SC 29169 
803-794-4558 
bpmorris917@aol.com 
Bill Sargent, Alternate 
1153 Sunnyside Drive 
Columbia, SC 29204 
803- (H)787-4258 (0)401-42• 
bsargent@collierskeenan.con 
Loretta M. Smith, Alternate 
224 Hunstanton Drive 
Winnsboro, SC 29180 
803-635-3828 
wingolfer@chestertel.com 
Hannah Timmons, Represent 
4664 Sylvan Drive 





AREA #5- LOWER SAVANNAH- Aiken, Allendale, Bamberg, Barnwell, Calhoun, Orangeburg 
· Carolyn Aiken, Alternate 
1640 Hillsboro Road 
Orangeburg, SC 29115 
803-531-6545 
Geneva Floyd, Alternate 
1619 Calhoun Road 
St. Matthews, SC 29135 
803-874-4657 
Helen Guinyard, Representative 
POBox432 
Cameron, SC 29030 
Hester Jones, Alternate 
182 Jerry Road 
Warrenville, SC 29851 
803-593-2272 
Barbara 0. Lewis, Representative 
1197 Jenny's Road 
Fairfax, SC 29827-8210 
803-632-3645 
barba8lewis@direcway .com 
Ethel Ramsey, Alternate 
21 Mackey Court 
Warrenville, SC 29851 
803-593-9401 
Robert Green, Sr., Representative 
PO Box 617 
Wagener, SC 29164 
803-564-6875 
Guy Suter, Representative 
PO Box 1345 
Barnwell, SC 29812 
803-259-3281 
cjr236@aol.com 
Chester Tomson, Representative 
2218 Pineridge Street 
Orangeburg, SC 29118 
803-533-0660 
ctomjr@yahoo.com 
Joe Wilder, Alternate 
PO Box 447 
Barnwell, SC 29812 
803-259-3443 
wildermain@barnwellsc.com 
Earline D. Williams, Representat 
PO Box 123 
Denmark, SC 29042 
803-793-5586 
Cora Wimberly, Representative 
351 Wimpy Road 
Williston, SC 29853 
803-266-7339 
~ AREA #6- SANTEE-LYNCHES - Clarendon, Kershaw, Lee, Sumter 
Jessie M. Coleman, Representative Millie Stradford, Representative Don Teseniar, Alternate 






820 North Main Street PO Box 145 
Sumter, SC 29150 Lugoff, SC 29078 
803-773-0673 803-438-1632 
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AREA #7 - PEE DEE- Chesterfield, Darlington, Dillon, Florence, Marlboro, lvfarion 
Christine Carmichael, Representative 
1112 Old Hamer Road 
Hamer, SC 29547 
843-77 4-887 6 
Ray Coddington, Representative 
PO Box 1014 
Bennetsville, SC 29512 
843-479-6793 
coddington@marlboroelectric.net 
Shirley Corbett, Alternate 
3126 South Canal Drive 
Florence, SC 29505 
843-669-7844 
grannycorb@aol.com 
Mary Davis, Alternate 
3943 Hwy 145 North 
Chesterfield, SC 20709 
843-623-7558 
Margaret Dotson, Representative 
302 West Main Street 
Chesterfield, SC 29709 
843-623-2984 
mcd@shtc.net 
Bobby Gerald, Alternate 
PO Box 22 
Marion, SC 29571 
843-423-7012 
Hazel Hatchell, Representative 
1542 Dudley Road 
Marion, SC 29571 
843-423-3799 
rhatchel@bellsouth.net 
Ed Hursey, Alternate 
115 Lawson Road 
Darlington, SC 29532 
843-393-3237 
Barbara Leonard, Representative 
260 E Thorn cliff Rd 




Ed Middleton, Representative 
115 Maryland Drive 
Darlington, SC 29532 
843-393-0307 
Robert (Bob) Ridgeway~ Alter01 
310 South Graham Street 
Florence, SC 29501 
843-667-4735 
Deloris (Dee) Stanton, Alternate 
604 Lakeshore Drive 
Bennettsville, SC 29512 
843-4 79-0410 
gradee65@hotmail.com 
Sarah Frances Tyler, Alternate 
1409 East Washington Street 






' AREA #8 • WACCAMAW~ Ho"Y· Georgetown, Williamsburg 
lc'.~' Mary Ann Baucom, Representative ,,, 3574 Adam Court j ~E~~{:~~.:::.::: ... 
•., ..•. I.·.  Gloria A. Bonali, Representative 
"fP 109 Timberline Drive 
• Conway, SC 29526 ~ ::!~:~;::o~st.net 
IJ,· NoelS. Jarvis, Alternate 9560 Shore Drive~ Box 12 












George Kempton, Representative 
469 Vereen Road #7 
Murrells Inlet, SC 29576 
843-651-1402 
pkempton_2000@yahoo.com 
Addie Nesmith, Alternate 
256 Greenlee Street 
Kingstree, SC 29556 
843-354-7254 
j belder@sc.rr .com 
Lucille B. Scott, Representative 
29 Willie Millian Drive 
Kingstree, SC 29556 
843-382-8303 
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Joselene (Jo) Small, Reprcsenta 
1531 Crystal Lake Drive 
Surfside Beach, SC 29575 
843-232-1946 
joscvp@aol.com 
Ron Spjut, Representative 
4718 Southern Trail 





AREA #9 - TRIDENT- Berkeley, Charleston, Dorchester 
Terry Brown, Alternate 
1574 Oak Island Drive 
Charleston, SC 29412 
843-795-6811 
tbrown@tuw .org 
Richard Giffen, Representative 
1274 Hidden Lakes Drive 
Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464 
843-856-9260 
dickgiffen1 @comcast.net 
Flossie Grundy, Representative 
102 Three Iron Drive 
Summerville, SC 29483 
843-871-4262 
FGGDST@aol.com 
Beatrice Marks, Representative 
1160 Village Circle Lane #2 
Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464 
843-856-0097 
beamarks 14@aol.co m 
Roy E. Mathis, Representative 
2565 Seabrook Island Road 
Seabrook Island, SC 29455 
843-768-8332 
royemathis@aol.com 
H. Allen Morris, Alternate 
207 Sugarbouse Court 
Moncks Corner, SC 29461 
843-761-4846 
hmorris@homeexpressway .net 
Elaine Sampson, Representative 
622 Lakeside Drive 
Moncks Corner, SC 29461 
843-899-7316 
EandTSampson@aol.com 
Ruth W. Shuman, Representative 
6013 Meadowcliff Avenue 
Hanahan, SC 29406-2346 
(h)843-744-5660 (w)843-824-2727 
gambus@aol.com 
Leonard Trottier, Representative 
7930 D Edgebrook Circle 




Betty Unwin, Alternate 
110 Sand trap Road 
Summerville, SC 29483-2935 
843-871-5293 
bunwind@dycon.com 
David Unwin, Representativ1 
110 Sandtrap Road 
Summerville, SC 29483-2935 
843-871-5293 
bunwind@dycon.com 
Ralph Wilkie, Alternate 
1451 Glencoe Drive 
M t. Pleasant, SC 29464 
843-884-5751 
Viola R. Wright, Representa 
110 Alexander Street 
Charleston, SC 29403 
843-723-2443 
-Representatives 
AREA #10- LOW COUNTRY- Beaufort, Colleton, Hampton, Jasper 
Harold P. Cahill, Alternate 
66 Wade Hampton Drive 
Beaufort, SC 29907 
843-521-9930 
hcahill@islc.net 
Harold M. Core, Alternate 
6018 Rehoboth Road 
Cottageville, SC 29435 
843-835-5143 
hmlcore@lowcountry .com 
Ervena W. Faulkner, Alternate 
620 18th Street - PO Box 148 
Port Royal, SC 29935 
843-525-6287 
ErvenaF@aol.com 
Gladys N. Jones, Representative 
246 Boyd Creek Drive 
Ridgeland, SC 29936 
843-726-3304 
hljglad@hargray.com 
Michael J. Kadar, Representative 
7 Spar Pole Lane 
Bluffton, SC 29910 
843-815-4668 
mjk@hargray .com 
James P. Koerber, Representative 
711 North Reeve Road 




Elaine Lust, Alternate 
11 Royal Pointe Drive 
Hilton Head, SC 29926 
843-836-l 026 
kenswife2@earthlink.net. 
Mary L. Pinkett, Representat 
83 Pooler Road 
Early Branch, SC 29916 
803-914-0780 
pinkyoung@hargray.com 
Ruth B. Reeves, Representati 
11626 Cottageville Hwy 
Cottageville, SC 29435 
843-835-8197 
RuthReeves@lowcountry.con 
Lt. Governor Andre Bauer 
Madam Chairwoman and members of the Committee, 
I would appreciate just a moment. I know Nela Gibbons from my office has already spoken and 
I don't know what she covered because I just came in; but I would just like to say that tomorrow 
in the full Medical Affairs Committee, the Geriatric Bill will be taken up. Rep. Nathan Ballentine 
pushed this piece of legislation through the House. The House overwhelmingly passed it and it 
came to the Senate. It has passed the subcommittee and is now before the full Committee 
tomorrow. I invite any of the committee members or others present here today to stop by and 
let me know that they would like to see this piece of legislation passed. I think it's one of the 
most important things affecting our seniors to get more geriatric physicians that specialize in 
looking after our seniors. We currently have less than 1 per county which is not a very good 
ratio with our state's population continuing to age. This is a big piece of legislation that we 
would like to see passed this year and start to encourage young people in medical school to 
practice geriatrics. That's my big push today. 
I thank you for what you are doing for our seniors. South Carolina is a leading state when you 
talk about seniors. It's the 5th largest in the country for influx of in-migration into South Carolina. 
So, a lot of people are watching what we're doing in South Carolina. We're excited about what 
we're doing and we thank you for what you're doing. 
Rep. Neilson: Thank you for being here. 
Senator McGill: Not so much a question but we appreciate your deep commitment to the 
seniors of this state. A lot of light has been spread across the state for our seniors since you 
have taken over. You and Ms. Gibbons have done a marvelous job along with staff members. 
We want to just say to you, Lt. Governor, keep up the good work for our seniors in SC. 
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JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON AGING 
ANNUAL PUBLIC HEARING 
May 24,2005 
Lynnda C. Bassham, Director Human Services 
Lower Savannah Council of Governments 
Good afternoon. I am Lynnda Bassham, Director of Human Services 
for Lower Savannah Council of Governments. It is an honor to be 
able to speak with you today about a special pilot project on which we 
have been partnertng with the Lt. Governor's Office on Aging. 
In 2003 South Carolina was one of 12 states selected by the federal 
Administration on Aging and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services to pilot a new approach to how older consumers, persons 
with disabilities and their families and caregivers access long term 
supports in the community. 
The federal vision for this program is the creation of a network of 
aging and disability resource centers that serve as visible and 
trustworthy sources of information to help people understand their 
long term care options and ·help them to access services in a 
simplified, coordinated manner. The State Office on Aging invited the 
Lower Savannah Region to serve as the pilot area for South 
Carolina's Aging and Disability Information Center. 
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In our region we call our aging and disability resource center an 
information center because that is a term consumers better 
understand. The purposes of our Aging and Disability Information 
Center are: 
• To make it easier for older individuals and adults with physical 
disabilities to access an array of health and social supports 
• To help persons stay healthy and active in their communities 
• To support families in their efforts to care for their loved ones at 
home and in the community 
• To minimize confusion, promote individual choice and support 
informed 
decision-making by creating a single, coordinated system of 
information and access 
• To streamline access to services and benefrts for seniors and 
adults with physical disabilities by 
}> Simplifying intake, eligibility screening and determination 
processes 
);> Integrating and coordinating the process between 
programs and agencies 
The Lower Savannah Council of Governments is the sponsor for 
the Aging and Disability Information Center. The pilot area 
includes Aiken and Barnwell Counties; however, the Council of 
Governments serves a 6-county area: Aiken, Allendale, Bamberg, 
Barnwell, Calhoun, and Orangeburg. The Center will expand to 
cover all counties once the pilot has been completed. 
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• The Information Center represents a partnership of many 
agencies and organizations that serve older adults and adults 
with physical disabilities. 
• The ,,Information Center is physically located in Aiken and is 
available through a toll free telephone number: 1-866-845-
1550. 
• The Information Center is staffed by specialists in several 
areas: Information and Referral, Family Caregjver Support, 
Aging and Disability Benefits, Insurance Counseling, and Long 
Term Care Ombudsman Services. 
Development of the Aging and Disability Information Center responds 
to a high priority issue for older adults and their caregivers. 
Surveys and forums have consistently revealed that the difficulty in 
getting service information is one of the most frustrating experiences 
elders and their caregivers encounter. Confusion about where to go 
for information, what services are available to help them and how to 
apply for services is a common experience. Consumers repeatedly 
ask for a more streamlined and coordinated system. We believe that 
our Information Center responds to this frustration and consumer 
satisfaction surveys being conducted by the University of South 
Carolina reflect people's gratitude in having somewhere to tum for 
help in navigating the system. 
3 
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We are fortunate to have SC Access, the new web-based resource 
directory available through the Lt. Governor's Office on Aging, as a 
tool to assist us as we help consumers identify and connect with the 
services they need. 
Despite th~ fact that the official kick-off was not until December 1, 
2004, over 1600 contacts have been made with the Information 
Center in the six months from October through March 2005. The 
number of calls has been doubling almost monthly, indicating that the 
word is spreading about the Information Center and the work we're 
doing. 
As a major enhancement of our Aging and Disability Information 
Center, we have added programs to link consumers to prescription 
drug benefits. We answer numerous questions about the new 
Medicare Part D benefit, help people to enroll, if needed, and provide 
training for front line staff of other agencies on programs that offer 
assistance with the cost of medications. 
We are operating a pilot medication assistance program in which a 
Catholic sister, "loaned" to us by the Daughters of Charity, 
coordinates the work of 23 volunteers to complete the time-
consuming paperwork, to be signed by their physicians, enabling 
medically indigent consumers to receive free prescription medications 
from drug companies. Since October, we have helped 307 people 
obtain over $105,000 worth of free life...sustaining prescriptions. Our 
volunteers have given over 800 hours of service to this end during 
4 
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these seven months and the program continues to grow as word 
spreads. 
I also want to take this opportunity to commend the SC Department of 
Health and Human Services and the Lt Governor's Office on Aging 
for their efforts to expand opportunities for consumer direction, 
allowing consumers to make more decisions about the services they 
receive: when, where, how and from whom they receive them. We 
have heard loud and clear from consumers that they want to receive 
services in their homes and they want to have control over who 
provides their care and how it is provided. I urge our state policy 
makers to support this priority, by finding ways to expand support for 
home and community~based service options and by supporting the 
philosophy of consumer direction. I also urge you to support the 
continuation and expansion of our information center and others like 
it to cover our state. 
Taken together, improved access and consumer directed services will 
do much to move South Carolina's service delivery system into the 
21st century and to ready us for the wave of babyboomers on our 
doorstep. 
Following me is Libby Conkrite. I have told you about the concept 
and activity of our Aging and Disability Information Center; Libby will 





Thank you for this privilege. I'm just going to briefly tell you a little bit about me. I'm 48 years old, I 
worked full time, I raised two (2) children, I'm divorced and on May 3, 2004, my life crumbled 
before me. I had a stroke and on June 12, 2004 I had another stroke. I spent 5 % weeks in the 
hospital. I lost my job, had no income, they are foreclosing on my home. Life can't get any worse 
unless I put a canopy over that nice ramp that I found through the Lower Savannah Council of 
Governments to help me have some quality of living. 
I have what they call hemiplegic migraine headaches. I have no warning. I lose complete control 
of my right side and I just black out and fall down -the headache is excruciating. I take $3,600 
worth of medicine a month for me to be able to function. Today, I am here on my own; tomorrow I 
may be on my walker. I may have home health care in two weeks to help me bathe because I 
won't be able to use my right side. When all this happened to me, I didn't know what to do. I 
couldn't get any help; I didn't have any money; didn't have insurance; didn't have food; couldn't get 
to the doctor because I couldn't drive; didn't have family members that live close enough to help 
me. So, I was directed through "Acts of Caring" which is area churches working together, to the 
Lower Savannah Council of Governments who put me in touch with this medication assistance 
program and trust me, ladies and gentlemen, it works. I would not have medication today had I not 
been able to go to the Lower Savannah Council of Governments. Lynnda Basham, Cathy Lindler 
and Peggy Ellers, these folks in Aiken work real hard for folks like me. I have lost memory and if it 
wasn't for folks like them, I wouldn't be here. I get lost going to the grocery store. But if you looked 
at me today- I look healthy as a horse. But I'm not. I have applied for disability and was denied. 
They say there's something out there I can do - I guess you could work on your back if you had to. 
It's a process. But these folks do a terrific job. You go to the Lower Savannah Council of 
Governments and they help you with your medications, tell you that there is an attorney here who 
will work with you pro bono, there are doctors who will accept you at their clinic with no insurance, 
this agency here will ensure that your lights are not turned off. I'm 48 years old and know how 
devastated I was when all this happened to me. I can image being a senior and this happening. 
I just appreciate everything that they have done for me. 
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AARP - SC Statement to the Joint Legislative Committee on Aging 
May24, 2005 
Teresa Arnold- Legislative Director 
Long-term services and supports should promote consumer 
independence, dignity, autonomy and privacy. To the extent they 
are capable, consumers should make their own decisions about and direct the 
long-term services and supports they receive. The federal government and the states 
should recognize and support consumer choices to the maximum extent possible. 
Nationally, expenditures for long-term home and community based services have 
been growing more rapidly under Medicaid than have expenditures for institutional 
care, primarily because states are trying to serve more people in less costly HCBS 
settings, which is where most consumers want to be served. Despite the cost increases 
HCBS accounted for just 33 percent of total Medicaid LTSS spending in 2003; 
institutional care-including nursing homes and intermediate care facilities for 
people with mental retardation-accounted for 67 percent. 
In South Carolina, $421 million was expended on nursing home care for 16,626 
people at $25,000 per person. Nursing home expenditures grew 22% over a two year 
period. Community Long Tenn Care expenditures for services that allow people to 
remain in their homes totaled $76 million in 2003 and had a growth rate of -7.0%. 
CLTC served 11,000 people at a cost of$4,700 per person. CLTC only accounts for 
15% of South Carolina Medicaid expenditures for long term care services, versus 
85% for nursing home care. We spend half what the national average is on 
percentage of funding for services that help people remain home. The last time 
CLTC got an increase in funds was 1999. We need to develop policies that 
encourage home and community based care and gives people more options for their 
long term care. The bonus is that people are happier at home and it costs the state far 
less. 
We have a waiting list for CLTC of 3400 individuals. Home-delivered meals and 
other community based services has a waiting list of 3,970 seniors. These are critical 
. heeds b\4 funding them isn't just the right thing to do, it's the smart thing to do as it 
·allows persons to remain in their homes at far less cost to society. 
'' ';o'! 
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The South Carolina Education Association-Retired 
LEGIS LA TJIVE PROGRAM = 2005 
First Session of the 116'h General Assembly of South Carolina 
Retirement Benefits 
Increase retirement benefits and an annual COLA guaranteed 
Improve the health, dental, and pharmaceutical drug insurance 
Education Finance 
Fund public schools and the EF A adequately 
Oppose funding of private schools with public money 
Revise the current South Carolina tax structure 
THE SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATION ASSOCIATION-RETIRED 
421 Zirnalcrest Drive, Columbia, SC 29210 
803-551-4150-803-551-4158- 1-800-422-7232 (extensions 4150 & 4158) 
Kermit McCarter, President - Hannah Timmons, Legislative Committee Chair 
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REPORT TO' THE JOINT COMMISSION ON ACING 
HEARING 
Tuesday, May 24, 2005 
Madame Chairman and Commission members, 
My name is Vickie Williams and I am here today as President of the South Carolina Association of 
Area Agencies on Aging to offer some comments from Association members. 
Aging service delivery. in South Carolina has recently undergone a transition to the formal 
procurement for Aging services. This was a two-year initiative that involved the Administration on 
Aging, the Lt. Gi>vernor's Office on Aging, Area Agencies on Aging, and local service providers. The 
transition process was difficult, but necessary as South Carolina positions itself to address the 
challenges of the next 20 years and the population shifts that will take place. 2005 and beyond wiD 
be critical years for Aging Policy with regard to several key programs including: 
• Medicaid budget cuts I Medicaid reform; 
• Medicare Modernization Act; 
• Social Security and its solvency; 
• Older Americans Act, .FY 2006 appropriations; and most importantly 
• The Older Americans Act Reauthorization. 
The Older Americans Act was one of the foundational pieces for evolving public policy on Aging and 
the development of a nationwide Aging infrastructure. In 1965, when the Act was passed, its 
underwriters considered it a starting point for the provision of tangible and intangible help to 
innumerable older persons to stay in their homes and communities with maximum dignity and 
independence. Since that time there have been numerous changes in each reauthorization and, until 
recent years, steady increases in the amount of funding allocated to the States. 
The South Carolina Aging Network: Partners Serving All Older South Carolinians 
CatawbaAAA- Central Midlands AAA- ElderHnlc. Inc. AAA- Loweountry AAA -l.Dwer Sa:vannah AAA-
Santee-Lynches AAA S.C. AppalachianAAA 11tlJ~b AAA Vantage PointAAA- Waccamaw AAA 
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Since 1980, however, there has been a substantial loss in the Older Americans Act program's 
capacity at the State and community levels to provide services to older Americans. Shifts in 
population trends of those 60+ and those 18 and under, State budget cuts and variances in different 
revenue programs dedicated to Aging services, and sbortfaUs in local governmental revenues, 
require that communities, policy makers, and the Aging Network facilitate I re-evaluate present 
service delivery systems and their adequacy to meet growing needs with less Federal and State 
funding. 
The rise in the numbers of Aging citizens in South Carolina will impact the social, physical, and f"lscal 
fabric of all of our cities and counties, directly and dramatically affecting local Aging, health, human 
services, land use, housing, transportation, public safety, workforce development, economic 
development, recreation, education I lifelong learning, volunteerism, and civic engagement policies 
and programs. 
While the SC4A strongly encourages all policy makers and key informants to advocate for raises in 
the authorized Older Americans Act funding levels and maximum service flexibility, State and local 
governments will need to look at their financial capacity, as well, to ensure the Aging Network bas 
the necessary resources to adequately serve the projected growth in the numbers of older adults, 
particularly the growing ranks of the 85+ population who are the most frail, vulnerable, and in the 
greatest need for Aging supportive services. 
Our neighboring state of Georgia took a large step this year by adding $3.5 Million dollars for 
various Aging services and $1.2 Million for the Area Agencies on Aging to provide lifelong planning. 
Their new Kinship Care Program will enhance the Family Caregiver Support Program by extending 
services to grandparents under the age of 60 and adult caregivers of functionally-impaired adults 
over the age of 18. Caregivers of all ages, as well as individuals with disabilities, whether age-onset 
or lifelong, need information on and access to basic supportive services. 
In order to structure a system that reaches the full long term care population, the Aging Network 
needs to have in place regional Aging Information Centers, State-wide, that provide the 
infrastructure for a host of programs, information on, access to, and choices for individuals who seek 
such services. 
People's needs over time have not changed, but the numbers of people for whom needs must be met 
is changing rapidly, and service delivery systems will need to change as well. The Aging Network in 
South Carolina has taken major steps in preparation to address the aging of its population, but it is 
only the beginning. Over the next ten to fifteen years the Aging Network in South Carolina will need 
to have in place a non-fragmented long term continuum of care system that provides options for 
consumer directed care; livable communities for all ages; a comprehensive health care system that 
addresses the insured, the under-insured, and the un-insured; affordable and accessible 
transportation; and one-stop centers of information and assistance, as well as single points of entry 
into Aging service systems. 
We have our work cut out for us! It is crucial that a pool of highly trained, effective leaders remain 
available to continue the critical work of the State Unit on Aging, Area Agencies on Aging, and the 
local Aging Network. 
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SC4A therefore advocates for and encourages the inclusion of an education and training certification 
program for AAA Directors, educational training in gerontology and geriatrics in the health and 
social service professions targeted to ensuring that an adequate force of skilled service providers are 
available to provide Aging Network services. 
Thank-you for this opportunity to address the Commission this afternoon. 
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Testimony to the Joint Legislative Committee on Aging 
May 24,2005 
Presented by: Maria Patton, Secretary 
Alzheimer's Resource Coordination Center Advisory Council 
As the Secretary for the Advisory Council to the Alzheimer's Resource Coordination 
Center, I want to thank you for your attention to the needs of families in South 
Carolina who are coping with the challenges of Alzheimer's disease and related 
disorders. 
In 1994, the state legislature created the Alzheimer's Resource Coordination Center (ARCC) in 
response to the recommendations of the Blue Ribbon Task Force on Alzheimer's Disease in South 
Carolina. The mission of the ARCC is to improve the quality of life for persons with Alzheimer's 
disease or related disorders, their families and caregivers through planning, education, 
coordination, advocacy, service system development and communication. It is guided by a twenty-
three member Advisory Council appointed by the Governor. The Advisory Council includes 
representatives from state agencies, professional organizations, universities, and caregivers with 
an interest in providing and improving care and services for the population. 
In 2004, the SC Alzheimer's Disease Registry identified 42,758 persons in South Carolina with 
dementia. Approximately 250,000 persons care for these individuals. The Registry predicts that 
the number of persons affected by Alzheimer's disease and other related disorders will double in 
the next 15 years, and nearly triple in 25 years. A recent study by the National Institute on Aging 
suggests that those numbers may be higher since the declining death rate after age 65 may mean 
that more people will survive to the oldest ages (after 85) where the risk for Alzheimer's disease 
and other disorders are the greatest. 
Eighty percent of care for persons with Alzheimer's disease or related disorders is given in the 
home by family or friends. The physical, emotional, and financial demands on unpaid caregivers 
are huge, especially for those caring for a person with dementia. Families want to keep their loved 
one at home. However, the absence of supportive services which enable families to care for the 
loved one at home may lead to premature placement in an institutional setting, increasing the 
economic cost to the state and the psychological cost to the family caregiver. 
Using Medicaid statistics, care at home for an individual with Alzheimer's disease costs 
approximately $13,500. Care in a nursing facility with Medicaid reimbursement costs 
approximately $35,000. The average cost throughout the disease process for a person with 
Alzheimer's disease or a related disorder is $174,000. Many persons do not qualify for Medicaid 
and must bear the cost themselves, thereby putting a tremendous financial strain on the family. 
Part of the mission of the Alzheimer's Resource Coordination Center is to foster the development 
of a system of care that will provide families throughout the state with access to appropriate 
services. Whether those services are delivered in the home, the community or a residential 
setting, they should be responsive to the needs of the person with dementia and the primary 
caregiver. 
Caregivers of persons with Alzheimer's disease in South Carolina have identified their top three 
needs: 
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1. Caregiver support, in the form of emotional support, family support and 
support groups. 
2. Information and resources on the disease 
3. Respite (respite services provide a break of a few hours for the 
caregiver from their 24 hour a day, 7 days a week job of caregiving.) 
A major barrier to proper care and services for individuals in South Carolina has been the lack of 
resources to fund the continuum of services needed by families through the course of the 
progressive disease. 
The $150,000 in state funds allocated by the Legislature for the ARCC each year are used to 
develop community based respite programs, caregiver education and training, and other 
supportive services to caregivers of persons with Alzheimer's disease and related disorders. Over 
one hundred small seed grants to communities have been awarded since 1995. These programs 
include group respite, in-home respite, and a voucher based respite program in which consumers 
can choose the type of respite that best meets their needs. Educational programs target persons 
with Alzheimer's disease and their caregivers, the medical community, colleges and universities, 
first responders, such as police, fire and emergency medical personnel, and the general public. 
Recipients of the grants are required to equally match state grant funds through other resources. 
Of the one hundred grants awarded in the last ten years, sixty-seven programs are still being 
implemented throughout South Carolina. 
As of December 2004, forty-five (45) respite programs have been started in twenty-eight of South 
Carolina's forty-six (46) counties. Educational initiatives have been funded in twenty-two counties 
(22). However, over 25% of South Carolina counties have no funded educational or respite 
programs at all. And many of the programs need supplemental on-going support to provide 
services to low-income families. 
The ARCC is the only entity in South Carolina that awards grants to start respite and education 
programs in communities. It monitors and provides technical assistance to grantees to ensure that 
the standards remain at the highest level. It offers information and resources to the grantees as 
well as the general public. The ARCC continues to encourage and support grantees after their 
grant award has ended, offering technical assistance to encourage the sustainability of their 
programs. 
Alzheimer's disease is one of the costliest and most uninsured health risks South Carolina families 
are likely to face. With the Baby Boomers aging and with in-migration, South Carolina's senior 
population is going to drastically increase. With the increase in the numbers of seniors and the 
increase in life expectancy, the impact of Alzheimer's disease on families, government and 
businesses may reach epidemic proportions. By preparing for the future now and providing the 
much-needed supportive services for families caring for loved ones at home, South Carolina will be 
ready to meet the challenges of Alzheimer's disease and related disorders with programs and 
services in place rather than trying to handle the epidemic after it has started. 
We thank the Joint Legislative Committee on Aging and the South Carolina Legislature for its 
support of the Alzheimer's Resource Coordination Center in fulfilling its mission of improving the 
lives of South Carolinians with Alzheimer's disease and related disorders and their caregivers. 
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To: The Honorable Denny Nielson. The Honorable Walt McCloud, The Honorable 
Thomas Rhode, The Honorable Ronnie Cromer, The Honorable Yancy McGill, The 
Honorable Glenn Reese, The Honorable Linda Johnson, The Honorable Ollie Johnston, 
and The Honorable Bill Riser 
Date: May 24, 2005 
Thank you for the opportunity to testify before the Joint Legislative Committee on Aging. 
My topic is managing work and family caregiving responsibilities. Managing the care of 
aging parents is rapidly becoming the forefront of family issues today. 
Working caregivers are trying hard to balance work and family demands, and the 
challenges are ever growing. Two-thirds of working caregivers report conflict 
between work and family. Sixty-four percent of caregivers of the elderly are 
employed and caregiver stress accounts for a twenty-seven percent increase in use of 
company health insurance benefits. The Baby Boom Generation will spend up to 
eighteen years caring for an elderly parent. There are many issues to address 
regarding work and family conflict, but I will discuss the issues that are having the most 
impact nationally, and in South Carolina. 
• Barriers: There is a change in population demographics, with those 80 years old 
or older more likely to be dependent or disabled. Women are more likely to be 
the caregivers who balance work and family responsibilities, and this is only 
increasing. Employees are not feeling the support from their workplace. 
• Employer Costs: Caregivers take more sick leave and vacation time off from the 
job to care for elderly loved ones. Work productivity is minimal, as employees 
are mentally distracted by phone calls or worry about their loved one. The 
possibility of workplace accidents becomes more frequent. 
• Employee Costs: Within the next 5 years, 37% of employees will be more 
concerned about elder care than the care of a child. The emotional costs of caring 
for a loved one is great. There are lost wages and out of pocket costs that are 
incurred during caregiving. Most employee benefit programs do not meet all of 
the needs of the working caregiver. 
Then! is a great need to provide a broad range of eldercare services to working family 
caregivers. Coordinating health care and community resources to reduce work and 
1221 Wappoo Road I Charleston, South Carolina 29407 
Phone: (843) 852-9090 • Email: rnpeters@careforlifecharleston.com • FAX: (l\43) 852-0500 
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family conflict should be a main priority for future national and state planning. Thank 
you for your time and attention. 
t:/7gards, 
I' ~f. Peters, 
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C o a I t o n 
P. O.Box493 
Columbia, S.C. 29202 
(803) 935-5027 
toll free: 1 (866) 345-6786 
(803) 935-5250 (fax) 
scrcspitecoalition(il'vahoo.com 
Testimony at Public Forum- Legislative Study Committee on Aging- 5/24/05 
Susan Carlton. Executive Director 
On behalf of caregiving families of all ages across the state, I raise the need for respite for 
anyone who is caring for someone 24 hours a day. It is the top need identified by family caregivers of 
children and adults alike( 1 ). Respite is regular, intermittent breaks from round the clock earegiving. 
Weekly I ht!ar from families doing extraordinary things to ket!p their mothers, fathers, husbands, 
wives, siblings, and children at home. There are some who make sacrifices to care for friends. They 
give up jobs, go without medical insurance, pay hundreds of their own dollars to supplement the social 
security and disability payments of their loved ones, some move several states over, bridging 
responsibilities between two homes and families. It is a medical and mental health necessity to have a 
break when giving this kind of care, no matter how devoted a person is to their loved one! 
An estimated one fourth of American families are involved in some form of care giving. 
Not all of them need respite, but our best "guesstimate" is that at least 37,000 South Carolina families 
do. We ALL have a responsibility to help them- private and public organizations, faith communities, 
and legislators. This is not "them;" it is US! If not now, someday. 
We expect families to carry on without a break and they expect it of themselves. This can lead to 
depression, isolation, stress, and burnout. And it can lead to neglect or abuse of the care receiver. (2) 
A society serious about family values can not ignore that! We know that as little as 4 hours a week of 
respite can make a huge difference for most family caregivers. (3) Calculated at $1 0.00/hr., respite is 
about $2,000 a year compared to $35-40,000 for nursing home care. 
• The first need is for respite to be easily found. We need a central point of contact, so that 
families have to make only one or two phone calls for sitters, referrals, and financial help. 
• Families want respite to be offered in group settings and in the home. 
• lt should be available for short periods such as overnight, a long weekend, or a full week 
• Crisis respite should be available. 
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• Families should be able to select their respite care providers, with the option of completing 
waivers for family members who already know the loved one. Wouldn't you want to know 
and trust the person with whom you leave your loved one? 
As the attached chart shows, the largest amount of publicly funded respite is found in S.C. 
Department of Disabilities and Special Needs and in the Community Long term care program. A 
secure state match for Medicaid is essential to maintain and expand these programs. Cuts in Human 
service budgets are hurting families and respite is one of the first services to go. This committee 
could exert its influence in calling for a Stunmit on Respite and Family Caregiving, to convene leaders 
and people of influence to address workforce issues, opportunities to mobilize volunteers, students, 
and their parents with educational vouchers, and the issues of choice for families. 
Policy considerations must also include those caring for someone with mental health issues. These 
families have little respite and have to be in crisis before the state intervenes. Then their loved one is 
removed for treatment outside of the home, disrupting life for everyone and costing far more than if 
we'd given a little respite in the first place. We spend approximately $40 million each year to remove 
South Carolina children \\ith serious emotional disorders from their homes. 
Hundreds of family caregivers (usually mothers and grandmothers) care for adult family members 
with mental illness whom they fear to leave alone at home for long. Like families whose loved ones 
have a midlife degenerative disorder, their need is often for weekend and short-term overnight respite 
mther than a regular break every single week. The loved ones can be left alone for a few hours, but 
not overnight 'Without care, medication management, and supervision. 
OASIS may one day provide respite to parents whose children have serious mental health 
disorders through the S.C. Department of Mental Health, but only it: after the 5 year federal grant 
ends, South Carolina commits to sustaining it. We can't do that with a decimated Department of 
Mental Health and no Medicaid Waiver for this population. And, finally, if federal allocations to the 
Family Caregiver Support Program are increased, South Carolina must be ready to provide the state 
match for the Lt. Governor's office to be able to draw down the maximtun amount possible. 
Families want to care for their loved ones at home, but care giving lasts longer in all populations 
in this decade than it has ever lasted before. Caring for the family caregivers providing care is crucial. 
Respite is not a llLxury. It is a medical and mental health necessity! 
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1) Continuum of Care 1999,2000, 2001; Family Connection of S.C., 1997; Family Caregiver Support 
Program, 200 I. 
2) a) Without respite there is greater likelihood of abuse. In a 2001 study conducted in 17U.S. areas: 
11% of caregivers stated they might have abused their child had they not received respite services. 
Ninety-one percent report experiencing less stress now they have respite services (9/200 l, ARCH 
Network news.) 
b) Parent-reported mental health treatment for stress is 2 to 3 times higher for parents of children 
with special health care needs versus that reported by parents of well children (The Ontario Child 
Health Study. Cadman, Rosenbaum, Boyle & Offord, 1991). 
3) a) One 1974 study of hospitalizations of older caregivers cites 69% fewer hospitalizations of both 
caregiver and loved ones. 1n another study 64% of caregivers of the elderly receiving 4 hours of 
respite per week after one year reported improved physical health, 78% improved their emotional 
health, and 50% cited improvement in the care recipient as well. Forty percent said they were less 
likely to institutionalize the care recipient because of their respite. (Theis, s.L., et al. 1994.) 
b) 1n one of the few controlled studies of the effectiveness of respite care for families Ytith children 
with emotional and behavioral disorders, families who received an average of twenty-three hours 
per month of preplanned respite care reported fewer out-of-home placements, greater optimism 
about caring for their child at home, and reduced caregiving stress compared with similar families 
who were on a waiting list (Bnms & Burchard, 2000). In addition, the families reported that their 
children displayed fewer negative behaviors in the community. Greater use of respite services was 
associated with more positive outcomes, pointing to the need to increase the intensity of respite 










State funds f(2)l 
Community Long Term Care 
(CLTC-part of SCDHHS) 
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HIV /AIDS(f:f)l 
Ventilator dependent l(.iif 
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Family Caregiver Support 
Program f(11')l 
""" Distinguished from full time child or adult care that enables 
families to be employed. Can be in-home or out of home, 
for crisis or extended breaks. Top preference is for respite 
provided in home by non-custodial family members or friends. 
It is cost effective: at $10 an hour x 4 hours a week, respite 
can be provided for $2,080 a year. One difficulty in quantifying 
respite is that personal care, homemaker & recreation serves as 
n form of respite, though not classified as such. There is very 
little overnight care available, highly needed by caregivers whose 
sleep is often interrupted. 
[Alzheimer's Assc.f(:L:;o; I Assisted Living 
facilities rct~}i 
Multiple Sclerosis 
Soc. !(:r-4)1 [r~~l-ly c~~ectio-n-sc-(tti11J 
Adult Day Care Centers/Programs K16)1 I I Hospice 
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SC Respite Coalition [(2t~)l I --- ------· . - ---l 
I Private M.H. Providersf(23:)j I 
j Children Unlimited f(2_4_)1 I 
I Palmetto Health Aillanc~ll~i~f] 
Recreation Commissions, sports leagues/riding [f2;J)\ 
~: though there appear to be many sources, there is actually 
very little respite in S.C. compared to the families that need it. 
These seaices are not, for the most part, coordinated . 
Federal funds matched by state fw1ds within 
carellivers 55+ cari!.,~?r adults ~th~~~· 
~liJRPJ;I..e.({)ijlJ~uaget;'t;_UIS,j 
3) 4) & 5) (CLTC) Provided for Medicaid waiver eligible individuals close to institutionalization. Overnight respite provided in Comm. Residential 
Care or skilled care facilities, but hard to secure due to lack of empty Medicaid beds. Waiting list for# S) is 3-6 months, a delay that causes some 
families to institutionalize before they can enter the program. No waiting lists for 3)&4). Personal Care Aides relieve families, but only there for short 
periods a few times weekly. In-home respite offered only for pati~nts Oll ven~~r:;-~':lt? .<1':1~ t_o lltl£l.!.!l~~!l,o_rt~g-~1 c_~~Q_~~~b: pr:o_'l(!d~ •. CM~ _ _ _ .. ----:J 
---- ' __ .~~:: 6...,,._,_,,~,~,•, •. ,...,.,,._,,_ """-"~ ... - .. ·~'''-"---"""-··-·- -··"·'~' ''+···"'"'' "''~· ""~·-·-~·-.· ~ '"·. .-.:..~~-
r. ~"~'':IS"'u~".'":..';"·~_f.,!!~~or an~o~~~ot -~!!S~OllH-5>!.Mi!<ITcrud: .. Mid..:fncome fainilie~ on llieir-o\.Yiito f!~ct !ervlces &tpay. 
6).~oe..'J'.iogr~~..,Ni!!iliull/fij'iiinlie(,i,o./.Pai:tmiS"iYM{J1.(Jl%lls~iilfi.U:iiiiiWi;.lo_IM"feRJPUoiiiilfdiiliiJi'iiilSEDs)J 
7)) Foster Families provide respite for each other, so children switch homes to give foster parents a break. DSS also operates Managed Treatment 
!>E?.SE~ for c,!!!!_dren with SEDswho "de-escalate"~ ~.r.e;,~~v;d f~o~,thetr !1omes. DSS. rotective services workers alarmed_~,i:.}!s~c~~~.c!l!:e. 
~XLfft.IMlP.r.~titi.Y'iiMHitiiiiJjjilfJiilii.IJ#lllm'!S~t!.;:I~(I!J~/,'l£{1.Jfll'flflfl& 'I!.~ . . fJ...'lliJSXt~liJ1JfijJliiiJ9.l§)SJ'gr:f/OOwJllt~elop 
Wrap ar.oiliidsetVices;pl/ottJJ 
9) Lt. Governor's Office on Aging • State funds provide small grants to start respite programs or offer vouchers to families. (ln 2004, 286 caregivers 
received an average of61 hours of respite for an average of$330 each, from one of 10 ARCC fw1ded respite sites.) Total for Alzheimer's education 
'Jruo~1GE~~~!te ~~J~f\: -~!~~~i!z:.:-L·-~=-....-~ ~--·~-.,..,-:-.r$:"-5'""~-o-tiM~h,.....__,~i:·.--~·,··- •. .:.~ .. , , . t ;,; . -"·-~fi~.~·-~ 
· '/• over.no~ •. s o.u•Pe,kU#..Y. ~ Q~ ~C e(.(l&IJur~mito 6 • r ... otJe~or,two,:gr,ants o1;. "' ,::;.~ :v:""v4J1{lC )ielllJiJ.o'.J~~W nna..V.UI•V.e{Tesp tl!jpr.ogr,ams Ol}parentsJ 
ll) Lt. Oov's. Office on Aging- Federally funded & matched with state dollars- provides small grants to qualifying family caregivers ofpeople 60+ & 
grandparents 60+ raising grandchildren under 18. (In 2004, 1416 caregivers received an average respite grant of$490 that allowed them to purchase an 
~~c;e!..?~-~~~ 2~-~:P.ll::~)..X;~~~xi.ble ~~g~2..~-~~ff;rs e~~~-~u~ .~~Je~; . F~~!z!g~~esR~~~ meet requests for services. 
13) Privately funded institutional non-skilled care, struting@ appx. $110/day w/ added chruges. Covered by some long term care insurance. 494 
Comm. Residential Care Facilities, but not usually available for respite as licensed for lower level of care. 
14):c$S:fiO.il"avallalil~liliiiiYSS'P.Ii~'ll:ait)letir:'pr:.ovJaefi!JJJ1SOl)!iO.TJ.'lfmrill~U~!DY1l;fti$Niih~wPJi@lo_n1i,sZI!O:J.wzger.l.el.igt/iti1 
15) Fam. Connection of SC, Inc. has 13 Respite Cooperatives run by parents of children with disabilities and volunteers. Most meet once/month & are 
in faith corrunwlities. Use volunteers from con~e£ation & commWJitv. 194 families served- __ .,_ •-
2~~ti!.at!!.c:,sidcntial MH-iders for adolescents wi!hS,E!?,~ re~<;wed from home, paid by Medicaid, insurance, or privately. 3 mos -1 year stay. 
24)811ia/l:.w.~Q.~t1ii1lo"Jtadli1ien.w%:'spec~e~ 
25) VolWlteers matched to fellow seniors, fWlded through Corp. on National & CommWJity Service. 4 progmms in SC. serve 30-40 families/year. 
26}f.Ealiite'ii'q"JSrY.eil1:it~lili111Jlilti'l{{;rfo:oitPrn"ki"'eiiom.e'i£eJPJtal.o'tiiii!iJ1WiiiiiiliJ~tlfi~~~ey,'tQMfliiipn'1¢.&ii:liitqm(Wif.Mfl$CJJ 
27) There a few inclusive programs for children & swnmer crunps. Also non-profit & church crunps, riding programs, sports leagues for kids w/ 
special needs that relieve parents for short periods. There are not many overnight opportunities. 
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Focus: 
• Advancing Services for Seniors 
at ALL ECONOMIC LEVELS 
• Collaborations across For-
Profit, Non-Profit, Healthcare 
and Non-Healthcare Senior 
Service Providers 
• Non-government funding 
solutions 
Current Business 
since June 2002 ••. 
• Housed at Spartanburg 
Regional Healthcare System 
+ Managed by SCHA 




SC Senior Service Provider 
Focus Groups 2004 
3 Top SC Service Weaknesses 
• Transportation 
• Mental Health 
• Middle Economic Level 
Services 
CHALLENGE ONE •• 
"We need to focus on replicating 
senior service best practices NOT 
dependent on government 
funding" • 
• • • The SAGE Institute is 
accomplishing this through 10 




34 Best Practice 
Replications in 
Progress across SC 
Replications in progress: 
Examples ••• 
Transportation (8 committees), Community 
Case Management (5 committees), Middle 
Economic Crisis Management (2 committees), 
Mental Health Services (3 committees), 
Home Support Services (4 committees), 




CHALLENGE TWO •• 
"We need to develop a committee 
to present to the SC Legislature 
important issues from across 
senior services." 
..• The SAGE Institute can do 
this ••• 450 senior service providers 
across the state participating in 
Geriatric Network Teams. 
Why? l 
+ Individual senior service sectors present 
only their issues .•. LTC, Hospitals, 
Government, etc. 
+ A Senior Service Committee will address 
service issues from ACROSS service 
sectors 
+ A Senior Service Committee will better 
be able to focus on the seniors as 
customers ••• crossing all economic levels 
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My name is Lynn Stockman, Executive Director of Newberry County Council on Aging. 
I am representing the South Carolina Association of Council on Aging Directors. This 
organization serves a<; an advocate for Council on Aging and the clients they serve. 
The Councils on Aging have made tremendous strides in serving the elderly of this state 
and are the guiding force in providing a better quality of life for older people of South 
Carolina. They provide services such as home delivered meals, group dining or senior 
centers, transportation, homecare, adult day care, disease prevention and health 
promotions. 
These local service providers have low indirect costs and the ability to leverage local and 
private :funds to increase service dollars and ultimately expand services. They have years 
of experience in direct service delivery and are truly known as the Senior Focal Point in 
the community. 
The senior population is the fastest growing population in our state with those individuals 
over 85 being the fustest with a growth of63.5%. It must be pointed out that this group is 
also the most vulnerable and the most isolated. 
Service do liars are scarce and emphasis must be at all times be targeted to maximize 
service dollars at the local level. 
A good example of maximizing dollars at the local level is the Senior Center Permanent 
Improvement funds. In 1991, the South Carolina Legislature established Senior Center 
Pei'Inanent Improvement Program and appropriated monies from State Bingo tax to 
construct new senior centers and to renovate or improve already existing monies. 
It is vital that these funds be continued to build and or renovate already existing centers 
that offer a wide range of services to seniors such as group dining and adult day care 
centers. 
It is imperative that Councils on Aging continue to receive funding to maintain programs 
for our older generation through which they can remain independent and retain their 
dignity. 
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JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON AGING 
PUBLIC HEARING 
May 24,2005 
Sue L. Scally, Ph.D. 
Thank you for this opportunity to speak to you today about an issue that is of great importance to older adults and their 
families. The issue that I would like to address asks this fundamental question: "If you need assistance in caring for 
yourself, how would you like to receive that assistance?" Put that way, it becomes a very personal question for each of 
us, both for ourselves and for those that we care about. 
Many older adults and other persons with disabilities require assistance with activities of daily living and/or chronic 
health needs. Such assistance makes it possible for them to maintain some independence and live in their 
communities. The type and degree of assistance required varies widely. It may include assistance with personal care 
(e.g., bathing, feeding, dressing), assistance with meal preparation and other household chores, help with mobility and 
finances, medical supplies, equipment, medication, or skilled nursing care. 
Issues related to long term care are increasing in importance with the growth of the senior population. The 2004 AARP 
report, Across the States: Profiles of Long-Term Care, reports that 22.2% of South Carolina's 65 and over population 
has self-care or mobility limitations. The rapid growth in the 85+ population raises serious issues regarding the 
availability of long term care and how it is provided in the state. 
Consumer research in South Carolina, as in many other states, indicates that consumers wish to have more choice in 
how they receive services. However, the current system has significant barriers to consumers getting long term care 
services that are consistent with their values of: 1) receiving services at home and in the community, rather than in 
institutional settings; and 2) having control over how services are provided and who provides them. 
Why is this so? The system that currently provides long term care is shaped by two powerful forces: 
1) How care is financed- Most long term care expenses are not paid directly by the consumer, but are paid on 
behalf of the consumer by third parties such as government programs or insurance companies. Public funding pays for 
approximately 62% of long term care with the remainder covered by out-of-pocket expenditures, private insurance or 
other sources. Medicare pays only about 14% of the costs of long term care while Medicaid pays 45%, making it the 
largest payer of long term care. Thus, to a large extent, the long term care that people receive is often dictated by the 










Insurance Medicare Other Public 
11% 14% 3% 
Source: Kassner, Enic. Medicaid and Long-Term Services and Supports for Older People. AARP. 2004 
2) Who provides the care - Payers control who may be reimbursed for providing long term care services. 
Despite the fact that approximately 80% of all long term care is provided informally by families and friends, they 
typically are not eligible for reimbursement through public funding sources such as Medicaid and Medicare. Based on 
a traditional "medical model" of long term care, most payers have concentrated their resources on care provided by 
institutions and by professionals licensed by the state. So while consumers prefer care provided in their home and 
support services provided by family, friends, or other persons of their choosing, care must often be provided in 
"facilities" and even home care must be provided by licensed or certified professionals. These professionals influence 
or control the type, amount, location, and provider of services received. 
South Carolina FY 2003 Medicaid expenditures for long term care for the elderly reflects that over 80% of 
expenditures went to provide institutional care. 
Nursing Home Services 17,264 $418,568,552 83% 
Home/Community Based 13,589 $73,834,320 15% 
Waiver- Elderly/Disabled 
Home Health 7,765 $12,191,153 2% 
TOTAL 38,618 $504,594,025 100% 
Source: Burwell, Brian; Sredi, Kate; and Eiken, Steve. Medicaid Long Term Care Expenditures - FY 2003. Medstat. 
May 25,2004. and SC DHHS Annual Report on Home and Community-Based Services Waiver (CMS 372 Report). 
Note: Persons served are based on 11,522 Medicaid permit days for nursing homes; 11,000 approved slots for the 
waiver, and a limit of75 visits per year per home health recipient. 
To promote a system that provides for consumer choice and direction within the public sector, having the money 
"follow the person" is an approach advocated by the federal Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. States can 
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allocate funding to support persons in need of long term care services, without narrow restrictions on the type, timing, 
location, and provider of services. Working within a limited budget based on the level of their disability, consumers 
(and families or other representatives if necessary) make the decisions about the kinds of services that will work most 
effectively for them, and the location, timing, and provider of those services. As consumers make changes in those 
decisions over time, the money budgeted for the person would follow them to the new services or providers. 
South Carolina already has a Medicaid Independence Plus waiver under the President's New Freedom Initiative. 
Through this initiative, persons in the Medicaid Elderly/Disabled Waiver are offered the option of self-direction, with 
the assistance of a care advisor and a financial management service. It has been piloted in two regions of the state and 
is now ready to begin the process of being implemented statewide. Additionally, South Carolina's Family Caregiver 
Support Program operated statewide through the Lt. Governor's Office on Aging provides increased opportunities for 
caregivers to make care decisions. 
Consumers who pay for their own long term care have the full array of choices about their care available to them 
(assuming services are available through the market place and at an affordable price). Therefore, decreasing 
dependence upon public financing is another way to promote individual control and choice. 
Recommendations 
./ Expand the concept of consumer choice to all public funding for long term care services. As part of this 
expansion, the state should no longer earmark long term care funds for certain services or providers, instead 
allowing those funds to "follow the person" to the service and provider of their choice. This would allow 
individuals and families to make decisions about their greatest needs and how they can be most efficiently and 
effectively met. This approach also recognizes the fluidity of needs of older adults and develops a payment 
structure that facilitates smooth transitions between service systems . 
./ Recognize that informal care is the backbone of the long term care system and must be supported by public 
policy. Support informal caregivers by providing a broader array of supports from which they can choose and 
by providing financial assistance to informal caregivers for providing care . 
./ Support federal legislation that will permit South Carolina and other states to implement a program that 
improves access to affordable private long term care insurance. Known as the Long-Term Care Partnership 
Program, the program permits consumers who exhaust benefits under their private long term care insurance to 
become eligible for services funded by Medicaid without having to meet the usual financial eligibility 
requirements. This enables consumers to avoid a spend-down of assets. The program is a win-win in that it 
saves the government money at the same time that it provides an incentive for consumers to purchase long 
term care insurance. 
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Thank you again for this opportunity to speak to you on an issue that makes such a huge difference in the quality of 
life we can hope to experience in our older years. 
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Tom Sweeney 
I'm a humble volunteer serving on a committee who reports to Nela and Bruce. I represent private industry -
the insurance industry. And a lot of the issues that are being talked about here are going to require years of 
education. Our business of education; we don't sell, we help people choose. I cannot speak for the industry; 
I can speak for our office. We would welcome you to request us to help you in the education process. Many 
of the things that go on can be handled through private responsibility for financial planning. So, we 
welcome your request to help us to help you to get the word out to people that they need to plan as they get 
older. And we think that planning starts in college so we welcome you to ask us to help. I'll be working 
through Nela's committee to provide any assistance that I can but we welcome your request for somebody to 
help out. 
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Helen Dills Pittman 
My name is Helen Dills Pittman and I am just a simple tax payer, a mother of an 8 year old child, the wife of 
a 77 year old husband and the daughter of a mother who died 3 weeks ago in a nursing home. This 
committee and the Legislature has done great things in aging over the last few years. I would like to 
congratulate you for those things beginning with 
A few years back you allowed dental hygienists to start coming in to nursing homes. For years we have 
known that if you can't eat your food, you can't be healthy but we never allowed for those dental services 
before. I'd like to say that that has been wholeheartedly embraced by the nursing home industry but it has 
not because there has not been enough publicity nor incentive of that issue to get those hygienists in there. 
I'd like for you to also in your research to look at a dental program that is going on in North Carolina nursing 
homes where they actually take full dental care to nursing home patients. It only makes sense. If you can't 
eat, you can't be healthy. It's one area that we say that we're going to provide a healthy meal but 
unfortunately if you can't eat it, it doesn't do any good for it to be sitting there in front of you. 
Also, in nursing homes our vulnerable individuals depend on our ombudsmen to come in and protect there 
rights. You must understand how our ombudsmen programs works in this state. In most areas, it is operated 
under a Council of Government (COG). The COG Director hires and fires those ombudsmen; not the bureau 
of aging - they may provide the education but that's it. I know this because I was trained as an ombudsman. 
If you are under the direction of someone who can hire and fire you do your evaluations, many times you are 
left in a situation of this is a political organization, don't make waves. If someone has not been killed, 
maimed, it's ok. You're certainly not going to go in at 3:00am on the last shift to see what's going on. For 
several years we have talked about doing a volunteer ombudsman program. This could make the greatest 
difference in the world to these vulnerable individuals. Please, please go forward with the work that has 
already been done in this volunteer ombudsman program. 
Next I would like to thank you so very much for (several years back) removing the special sales tax 
exemption so that meals that were being delivered in this state could be better at a level playing field. 7% 
sales tax does make a difference and it has made a difference in the improvement of the quality of food that 
our seniors now get. 
I'd like to also thank you for working toward and going forward with the Lt. Governor and the Bureau on 
Aging in providing RFP's this year for services. But, when you talk about services you only talked about 
services that were provided at the Council on Aging level. When you look at services that were provided for 
the aging population of this state, you must also look at the AAA. They provide information & referral, 
family caregivers, I-CARE counseling, ombudsman services, Title V senior services, Medicare referral and 
are most often housed in the Council on Government (COG). What is the mission ofthe COG, the training 
of the COG, to assist the AAA's in doing this? Is there a mission statement to truly improve the quality or 
quantity of life for our citizens? Or does their mission statements read much more about simple economics, 
highways, planning, zoning concrete. They don't read a whole lot about help and heart. Sometimes if you 
want the programs to go in the right direction, you've got to make sure that the mission, the drive, the 
accuracy is there. In this state, we have several different housings of our AAA's. Some of them are done on 
an independent basis. Most ofthem are in our COG's. 
I would like for you to look at one other possibility and that would be housing the AAA at the Clemson 
Extension Services. If you think about this for a moment, it will become clear to you that information & 
referral - the extension agents have years of providing information & referrals to all families. When you're 
dealing with insurance companies, you're dealing with very low income and trying to get all your bills paid, 
you need budgeting help. Clemson does that. Only a couple of years ago, we had a program in this state 
called Be Smart. It won a national award. It was for seniors and it was handled out ofthe Central Council of 
Government here in Columbia. But they partnered with Clemson Extension because Clemson understands 
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grass work network. They understand working with families; they understand education; they have the 
background and training to do that. Who else is better qualified to talk to our seniors about nutrition, about 
daily activities of life, about gardening, about simple things like "find it-file it". It's a simple tool that they 
have used for years that has helped seniors. 
End of Tape 
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